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Background 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines a Road Safety Audit (RSA) as the formal safety 
examination of an existing or future road or intersection by an independent, multidisciplinary team. The 
purpose of an RSA is to identify potential safety issues and possible opportunities for safety improvements 
considering all roadway users. This RSA evaluates the following two intersections in the Town of 
Stockbridge, MA: 

 Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street and South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
 Main Street (U.S. Route 7State Route 102) at Vine Street and East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

A key objective of the RSA is to identify short-term, mid-term, and long-term safety improvements that 
can be implemented at the subject locations and incorporated in potential improvements of these locations. 

Project Data 
A Road Safety Audit was completed for the study area locations on Tuesday, September 17, 2019. The 
intersection of Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street and South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
was identified as a Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)-eligible crash cluster for the years 2013-
2015, indicating that it is within the top 5% of crash clusters within the Berkshire Regional Planning 
Commission (BRPC) region. As shown below in Table 1, the audit team consisted of a multidisciplinary 
team with representatives from state, regional and local agencies and organizations providing expertise in 
the engineering, planning, maintenance and emergency response fields. Contact information for the RSA 
attendees is provided in Appendix B of this report. 
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Table 1. Participating Audit Team Members 
Audit Team Member Agency/Affiliation 

Bonnie Polin MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering 

Kevin T. Fitzgerald MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering 

Pat Tierney MassDOT District 1 Traffic 

Mark Moore MassDOT District 1 Project Development 

Clete Kus Berkshire Regional Planning Commission 

Mark Webber Town of Stockbridge Interim Administrator 

Leo Tisdale Town of Stockbridge DPW 

Chris Marsden Town of Stockbridge Emergency Management 

Darrell Fennelly Town of Stockbridge Police Department 

Vincent J. Garofoli Town of Stockbridge Fire Department 

Chuck Cardillo Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

Roxanne McCaffrey Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

Terry Flynn Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

Phil Viveiros McMahon Associates 

Stephanie MacDonald McMahon Associates 

Within the email invitation sent on September 10, 2019 to each participant in the RSA, background material 
was provided. This information included collision diagrams and crash data summaries for the study area 
locations. During the RSA meeting, these materials were reviewed as a group. Participants also visited the 
RSA locations to identify safety issues in the field. Following the field visit, the team discussed additional 
concerns and potential solutions for the existing safety issues. 
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Project Location and Description 
Study Area Roadways 

There are several roadways that service the study area locations that are described below and shown in 
Figure 1: 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) 
Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) is classified as an urban principal arterial that generally travels 
in an east/west direction and is on the National Highway System (NHS). Within the study area, Main Street 
is under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction. Main Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles and 
one bicycle lane in each direction through the study area; in addition, sidewalks are provided on both sides 
of Main Street, with several crosswalks also provided throughout the study area The posted speed limit is 
30 miles per hour on Main Street in both directions within the RSA study area; beyond the study area (i.e., 
west of South Street and east of East Street), the posted speed limit on Main Street is 35 MPH in both 
directions. 

Pine Street 
Pine Street is classified as an urban collector under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction that generally travels 
in a north/south direction. Pine Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in each direction 
through the study area; in addition, a sidewalk is provided on the east side of Pine Street with crosswalks 
through the intersection with Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102). A grassed median splits the 
northbound and southbound lanes. The closest posted speed limit is 30 miles per hour on Prospect Hill 
Road located approximately 900 feet north of the RSA study area. 

South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
South Street is classified as an urban principal arterial under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction from Main 
Street until just south of Maple Street (approximately 700 feet south of the intersection), after which South 
Street is under MassDOT jurisdiction. South Street generally travels in a north/south direction and is on the 
NHS. South Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in the southbound direction and two lanes 
of travel in the northbound direction through the study area. Sidewalks are located on both sides of South 
Street with crosswalks through the intersection with Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102). A grassed 
median splits the northbound and southbound lanes. The posted speed limit within the RSA study area for 
the southbound lane is 35 miles per hour. A posted speed limit sign does not exist in the northbound 
direction for over 1,000 feet from the intersection with Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102). 

Vine Street 
Vine Street is classified as a local road under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction that generally travels in a 
north/south direction. Vine Street is not striped but provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in each 
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direction through the study area. Sidewalks are not provided on Vine Street. No posted speed limit signs 
were visible within the RSA study area in either direction. 

East Street (U.S. Route 7) 
East Street (Route 7) is classified as an urban principal arterial under MassDOT jurisdiction that generally 
travels in a north/south direction and is on the NHS. East Street provides one lane of travel in each direction 
through the study area with a splitter median between the lanes. Sidewalks are not provided on East Street. 
The posted speed limits are 30 MPH in the southbound lane and 40MPH in the northbound lane beyond the 
study area. 

Study Area Locations/Intersections 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
Main Street forms a four-way intersection with Pine Street (to the north) and South Street (to the south). 
The intersection is stop sign controlled for the northbound, southbound, and eastbound lanes, while 
westbound is allowed to freely flow into the intersection without stop control. Wide grassed medians divide 
the directions of travel at the Pine Street and South Street approaches. The northbound approach on South 
Street consists of a left/through lane and a right turn only lane. All other approaches have a single general 
purpose lane approaching the intersection. On street parallel parking is present to the west of the 
intersection and on street angled parking is present to the east of the intersection. Crosswalks are present 
across all approaches at the intersection, except at the Main Street eastbound approach. In addition, a bump 
out exists at the southeast corner of the intersection. Separated striped bike lanes exist to the east of the 
intersection in both directions; west of the intersection, shared bicycle markings are present in the eastbound 
and westbound vehicular travel lanes. 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street 
East Street and Vine Street combine and intersect Main Street from the north to form an unsignalized “K” 
intersection with stop sign control for the southbound Vine Street and East Street approaches and free-
flowing traffic on the eastbound and westbound Main Street approaches. A yield-controlled channelized 
right turn lane is provided on the Main Street westbound approach to facilitate right turns onto East Street 
northbound. 

The southbound Vine Street approaches consists of a single general purpose lane. The southwest bound 
East Street approach also consists of a single general purpose lane, which converges with the Vine Street 
approach and creates an approximately 45-foot-wide opening at the intersection with Main Street. The 
westbound Main Street approach consists of a single general purpose travel lane, while the Main Street 
eastbound approach consist of a single general purpose lane and a bike lane. A single crosswalk is provided 
just west of the intersection across Main Street; no other crosswalks are provided at the intersection. 
Sidewalks run parallel with Main Street with a gap at the landscaped median between the East Street 
approaches on the north side of Main Street. 
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Crash Data 

Crash data from the Massachusetts State Police and Stockbridge Police Department were provided by 
MassDOT for this RSA. Crashes for each location were summarized for a five-year period from 2014 to 
2019. A total of 59 crashes were reported in the RSA study area during the five-year period; 34 crashes 
were reported at the Main Street/Pine Street/South Street intersection, and 25 crashes were reported at the 
Main Street/Vine Street/East Street intersection. 

Of the reported crashes at the Main Street at Pine Street & South Street intersection, 15 crashes (44%) were 
rear-end crashes, 11 crashes (32%) were angle crashes, 4 crashes (12%) were sideswipe crashes, and 3 
crashes (9%) were single vehicle crashes. 21% of reported crashes resulted in a personal injury, 88% of 
reported crashes occurred during daylight conditions, and 85% occurred during clear or cloudy conditions. 
Drivers between the ages of 50 to 59 accounted for 22% of reported crashes. Based on the reported data, 
there is an increase in crashes during the end of the week heading into the weekend compared to Sunday 
and Monday, and the most common day for crashes was Friday (24%). The highest time period for crash 
activity (26% of reported crashes) is the afternoon peak period between 12:00 PM and 2:00 PM. 

Of the reported crashes at the Main Street at Vine Street & East Street intersection, 17 crashes (68%) were 
rear-end crashes, 2 crashes (8%) were head-on crashes, 2 crashes (8%) were angle crashes, 2 crashes (8%) 
were sideswipe, and 2 crashes (8%) were single vehicle crashes. 16% of reported crashes resulted in a 
personal injury, 80% of reported crashes occurred during daylight conditions, and 88% occurred during 
clear or cloudy conditions. Drivers between the ages of 60 to 69 accounted for 30% of reported crashes. 
Based on the reported data, there is an increase in crashes during the weekdays compared to the weekend, 
and the most common day for crashes was Tuesday (32%). The highest time period for crash activity (24% 
of reported crashes) is the morning peak period between 6:00 AM and 8:00 AM. 

A detailed crash diagram of the study areas is provided in Appendix C. 
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Road Safety Audit Observations and Potential 
Improvements 
During the RSA meeting, a brief introduction of the RSA process and a summary of crash information was 
presented to the audit participants. Following this brief presentation, the members of the audit team were 
asked to discuss the existing issues that may affect safety at each of the study area locations. The audit team 
then made a field visit to observe conditions and traffic operations at both intersections. Provided below is 
a list of the safety concerns and the potential enhancements that were identified during the RSA. 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 

Safety Issue #1: Intersection Control & Geometry 

Observations: 

Multiple crashes have occurred as a result of turning 
movements into and traversing across the intersection due 
to driver confusion related to the atypical intersection and 
lack of driver guidance. Additionally, while rear-end 
crashes have occurred at the stop-controlled eastbound and 
northbound approaches, as well as the free-flow westbound 
approach, there is no predominant crash type within the 
intersection, reinforcing the notation that driver confusion 
and an overall lack of driver guidance contribute to crashes 
at this intersection. Audit participants indicated that the 
westbound free flow lane creates confusion for drivers at 
that approach to the intersection and for drivers at the other three stop control legs. No advanced warning 
signs exist on any of the intersection approaches. The area sees a high tourist population in the spring, 
summer, and fall, increasing traffic volumes and exacerbating this issue during these times. The audit team 
members felt there was a lack of directional signage but liked that the historic area wasn’t overwhelmed 
with signage. In addition, there are no advance warning signs letting drivers know about the free flow lane 
which adds to driver hesitation. 

Audit team members also noted that vehicles need to edge out into traffic on the stop-controlled lanes to be 
seen by other drivers due to on street parking, the locations of stop line pavement marking and island 
protrusions obstructing sight distance. Existing pavement marking striping is fading, including stop bars. 
Drivers also tend to edge out into traffic to provide an additional head start to access intersection due to the 
width of the intersection. The wide lanes on the southern leg of the intersection couple with a wide median 
island create confusion for drivers trying to determine on which side of the island to travel. 

Picture 1: Vehicle in South Street 
northbound lane edging into traffic 
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Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider converting the intersection to four-way stop control to reduce driver confusion. Full 
evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 

 Consider converting the intersection to two-way (northbound and southbound) stop control, 
allowing free flow traffic on Main Street in both directions, to reduce driver confusion. Full 
evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 

 Consider installing line extension pavement markings within the intersection (such as dotted 
extension lines across the intersection) to direct traffic and better define the edge of the traveled 
way for traffic guidance. 

 Reevaluate stop line locations, adjust existing Stop sign heights, and consider installing additional 
pavement markings such as “STOP” markings and “Don’t Block the Box” markings to minimize 
conflict areas. 

 Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for retro reflectivity, applicability and 
location. 

 Revaluate signage at and in advance of the intersection in context with the area, and consider 
installing additional regulatory signage (such as “No U-Turn” signs at the median islands). 

 Consider reconstruction of the intersection as a roundabout. Full evaluation of this enhancement 
will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 

 Install “Do Not Enter” signage at the approach lanes for South Street and Pine Street as a short-
term measure. 

 Install “ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4bP) and “TRAFFIC FROM LEFT 
(RIGHT) DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4aP) supplemental plaques under Stop signs to alert drivers of 
the free-flow condition for Main Street westbound traffic. 

Safety Issue #2: Roadway Width 

Observations: 

Audit team members noted that intersection lanes along 
Main Street, Pine Street, and South Street are 
excessively wide. The Main Street cross section 
consists of two lanes approximately 12 feet wide in 
each direction with on street parking and bike lanes. 
Audit team members stated drivers have a tendency to 
use the eastbound shoulder as a right turn lane. The 
two-lane northbound approach and the single lane 
southbound approach of Pine Street and South Street 
are each approximately 24 feet in width and are each 
separated by a grassed median. The width of the 
southbound approach enables it to function as two 

Picture 2: Left turns onto South Street 
from Main Street westbound free flow 

lane preventing traffic flow 
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lanes. The excessive width results in unclear lane use and conflicts with competing turns. Audit team 
members also noted that unfamiliar drivers heading westbound wishing to make the left-hand turn onto 
South Street occasionally turn down the northbound approach side of the grassed median due to lack of 
signage. 
 
Field observations showed that traffic traveling westbound on Main Street turning left to South Street 
frequently waited in the middle of the intersection due to traffic heading eastbound, preventing additional 
traffic flow.  This behavior was cited as a contributing factor in at least three crashes (#17, #19, and #31).  
 
Safety Enhancements: 

• Consider installing a right turn lane on Main Street eastbound to South Street. 
• Consider revising pavement markings and/or relocating curbs at the Pine Street and South Street 

approaches to reduce lane widths and clarify lane use. 
• Consider realignment of the intersection to reduce the width of the median islands on Pine Street 

and South Street. 

Safety Issue #3: Speed 
 
Observations: 
 
Audit team members expressed concern that the current posted speed 
limit of 30 MPH may be too high for the area leading up to the 
intersection and pedestrian crossings. A temporary speed feedback trailer 
has been set up on Main Street approximately 1,000 feet east of the 
intersection. The trailer holds a variable electronic radar speed sign with 
a blank static speed limit sign. Audit team members indicated that the 
reason for the blank posted speed on the trailer was to discourage higher 
speeds in the area and essentially make people check their speed and to 
slow down. They felt if the 30 MPH posted speed was shown, travel 
speeds on Main Street would increase.  
 
Safety Enhancements: 
 

• Evaluate speed regulations within the area to determine their appropriateness.  
• Reevaluate enforcement activities along Main Street to monitor speeds on Main Street.  
• Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs to encourage slower speeds. 
• Consider installing traffic calming features along Main Street to encourage slower speeds. 

 

Picture 3: Temporary 
radar speed trailer on 

Main Street westbound 
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Safety Issue #4: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 

Observations: 

Audit team members noted several issues for cyclists and pedestrians through the intersection. Although no 
crashes involving bicycles were reported during the analysis period, three rear-end crashes (#5, #20, and 
#21) involved a pedestrian that was involved but not struck. Audit participants noted this location is not 
conducive to bicyclists due to a lack of accommodations and a perceived lack of safety. Drivers are mostly 
focused on oncoming traffic and accessing the intersection and are not necessarily looking at the crosswalks 
or bike lanes. Audit team members expressed that most vehicles do a rolling stop at the South Street 
northbound approach when turning east onto Main Street. This approach abuts a crosswalk, a bike lane, and 
diagonal parking. 

Bike lane markings do not exist within the intersection. Audit participants explained that bicyclists are 
hypervigilant when approaching and accessing the intersection, they slow down and tend to ride closer to 
moving vehicular traffic to enhance their own visibility. 

It was also noted that the current intersection lighting is not 
conducive for pedestrians at the crosswalk locations. During 
the audit it was noted only two light poles exist at the 
intersection,one located at the northeast corner and one located 
at the southwest corner. Audit participants also noted that the 
existing pedestrian crosswalks, which have colored paint 
within the crosswalk lines for emphasis, were slippery under 
wet conditions. 

Picture 4: Pedestrian crossing Main 
Street and vehicular proximity 

Safety Enhancements: 

 Review ADA accessibility in the project area and bring existing ramps and sidewalk crossings into 
compliance. 

 Evaluate the need for crosswalk relocation, an added crosswalk on the western leg of the 
intersection, and supplemental lighting at the intersection for added pedestrian emphasis and safety. 

 Consider providing appropriate bicycle signage in all directions to increase driver awareness. 
 Consider relocating the bike lane on Main Street behind the diagonal parking for added protection 

of bicyclists. 
 Consider upgrading bicycle facilities throughout the intersection, particularly northbound on Pine 

Street for annual events that utilize that route. 
 Upgrade pavement markings for crosswalks and bicycle facilities to improve traction for 

pedestrians and bicyclists during wet conditions. 
 Consider consolidation of crosswalks on the eastern leg of the intersection to clarify crossing 

locations on Main Street adjacent to the intersection. 
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Picture 5: Truck 
turning eastbound 
from South Street 
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Safety Issue #5: Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 

Observations: 

During the RSA field visit, a noticeable amount of commercial truck traffic 
was observed following the U.S. Route 7 alignment between South Street 
and Main Street east of the intersection in both directions. The sharp 
diagonal turns for trucks are difficult, especially the right-hand turn to head 
eastbound on Main Street from South Street northbound. During the audit, 
a tractor trailer was seen attempting this turn and encroached upon the 
westbound lane on Main Street to successfully make the turn. Audit team 
members stated that tractor trailers need to occupy more than the single 
lane on Main Street given the proximity of the diagonal parking, bike lane, 
and narrowness of turning radii. Other audit participants noted that trucks 
on Main Street westbound turning left onto South Street tend to make wide 
turns due to a wide throat for the southbound receiving lane that narrows 
quickly. 

Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider providing advance signage for trucks to increase awareness of potentially difficult turns 
as a short-term measure. 

 Consider redesign of medians/splitter islands, as well as the throat for the southbound receiving 
lane, to accommodate commercial vehicle movements. 

 Evaluate the southeast corner turning radius and the potential to widen the curb radius and/or 
remove parking spaces to facilitate northbound right turns for commercial vehicles. 

 Consider updating pavement markings within the intersection designed to properly guide trucks 
turning within the intersection. 

Safety Issue #6: On-Street Parking 

Observations: 

Audit participants noted that diagonal parking on Main Street east of the intersection frequently blocks 
visibility for drivers and pedestrians, exacerbating some of the issues discussed earlier. Likewise, vehicles 
parked in these diagonal parking spaces have visibility issues when backing out, creating potential conflicts 
for other vehicles and bicyclists in the bike lane. Two reported crashes (#1 and #8) are directly attributable 
to the diagonal parking. 
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Safety Enhancements: 

 Reevaluate and consider removing parking spaces nearest to the intersection to improve overall 
visibility. 

 Evaluate the location of handicap parking spaces in relation to crosswalks and accessible ramps. 
 Consider instituting back-in/reverse angle parking to provide greater visibility for drivers departing 

the parking spaces. 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

Safety Issue #1: Intersection Control and Geometry 

Observations: 

The East Street and Vine Street southbound 
approaches at the intersection meet at 
roughly the same point along Main Street, 
essentially forming a “K” intersection. At 
this intersection point, there are three 
competing stop signs that exist in the 
southbound direction. One stop sign exists at 
the southbound Vine Street approach with 
East Street. A second stop sign exists within 
the splitter median at the southbound East 
Street approach with Vine Street. The third 
stop sign exists at the northwest corner of the 
intersection, after East Street merges with 
Vine Street. Additionally, there is a lack of 
clear pavement markings within the intersection. Currently, only a very faded painted stop bar parallel to 
Main Street exists to clarify intersection control. Correspondence from MassDOT to the Town from 2001 
received following the RSA meeting confirms that this single stop line was intended to reduce confusion 
experienced by motorists, indicating that driver confusion for these southbound approaches has been a 
persistent issue. Overall, 14 rear end crashes occurred at this intersection, all of which occurred at the East 
Street approach; of these, all but one of them are directly attributable to the stop sign confusion. Audit 
participants noted that confusion is common as drivers are unaware of where to stop and not all drivers stop 
at each stop sign. Audit team members expressed that many drivers hesitate or roll though the stop signs. 
There is much confusion as to whether the lanes are to merge or stack side by side. 

Picture 6: Existing stop sign locations at East Street 
and Vine Street. 
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Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider realigning East Street to a “T” intersection with Main Street and/or realigning Vine Street 
to intersect East Street to the north to eliminate the current unclear intersection with Main Street. 

 Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for applicability, location, and 
retroreflectivity to clarify operations and lane use. 

 Consider relocating the stop sign for Vine Street further north, to require vehicles on Vine Street to 
stop in advance of both East Street and Main Street. 

 Consider providing “STOP” pavement markings to clarify where vehicles should stop on East 
Street and Vine Street. 

 Consider solar powered LED-outlined flashing Stop sign located at the northwest corner of the 
intersection after merger of Vine Street and East Street. 

 Reevaluate stop sign locations, quantity, and locations to clarify operations. 
 Consider trimming trees to increase visibility at the intersection. 

Safety Issue #2: Fire Department Access 

Observations: 

Audit team members expressed concerns of making a left 
turn from Main Street eastbound onto Vine Street as 
nearly impossible during the day. Vehicles, mostly those 
familiar with the area, use the parking lot behind the Fire 
Station as a “cut-through” connection from East Street to 
Pine Street. Audit participants noted that Fire Department 
personnel occasionally use this exit point at times as it’s 
easier to exit into the intersection. They also noted that 
vehicles accessing the “cut-though” are utilizing it as if it 
were a side road, rather than a parking lot, and travel 
through the Fire Department property at high speeds. 
Attendees stated there have been several near misses involving pedestrians due to the high speeds. Fire 
Department personnel also utilize a tanker that needs to back out of the back-bay area into this “cut-through” 
area, which can be difficult at times due to the number of vehicles bypassing Vine Street via the Fire 
Department property. 

Audit participants also noted that the Fire Department driveway on East Street experiences sight distance 
challenges looking left/northbound on East Street. This is due in part to vegetation along East Street, as 
well as a attractions sign mounted further north on East Street that impairs sight lines. Participants also 
noted the wide driveway in front of the Fire Department property located between East Street and Vine 
Street, which makes the current intersection configuration less defined. 

Picture 7: Sign causing visibility 
hinderance looking southbound on East 

Street 
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Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider realigning Vine Street to intersect with East Street to avoid traffic using the Fire 
Department as a bypass. 

 Reevaluate existing advance warning signage on East Street and consider the need for additional 
advance warning signage on the Main Street approaches to alert drivers of potential fire truck 
activity near the intersection. 

 Consider relocating or raising the stacked attractions sign north of East Street and trimming 
vegetation along East Street to provide visibility from the Fire Department driveway looking north. 
(MassDOT implemented this enhancement shortly after the audit meeting by raising this sign and 
trimming vegetation on the westerly side of East Street.) 

 Consider providing signage or other treatments that reinforce fire truck access and discourage cut-
through traffic at each entrance to the Fire Department property. 

 Evaluate alternative Fire Department access designs to clarify fire truck access. 

Safety Issue #3: Visibility 

Observations: 

Visibility accounts for many of the crashes recorded at this intersection. Most crashes at this intersection 
involve traffic traveling between East Street and Main Street to the west in both directions, including rear-
end crashes at the East Street approach and crashes involving vehicles turning left from Main Street 
eastbound onto East Street. Audit participants voiced concerns of visibility when traffic headed eastbound 
on Main Street queues up to make left hand turns onto East 
Street. 

In addition, the sharp angle from East Street looking 
eastbound onto Main Street is difficult for drivers, 
particularly for older drivers to turn to look at oncoming 
traffic. During the morning commute, sun glare also plays a 
big role in impairing visibility for vehicles trying to head 
westbound from East Street. 

Audit members explained that drivers tend to pay more 
attention to vehicles approaching from the east and not in 
front of them or turning from the west or north. This inattention was attributed to several rear-end crashes 
(such as #3, #4, and #5). 

Picture 8: Intersection angle looking 
eastbound from East Street 
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Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider replacing the existing light fixture within the median and update intersection lighting to 
provide greater illumination. 

 Consider providing advanced intersection warning signs with street name plaques to increase 
awareness of the intersection from both Main Street approaches. 

 Consider trimming vegetation along the north side of Main Street for improved visibility from the 
East Street and Vine Street approaches. 

Safety Issue #4: Speed 

Observations: 

Audit team members expressed concern that the current posted speed limit of 30 MPH may be too high for 
this area, due to grade changes, variable speeds leading up to intersection from the east, and the curves to 
the east of the intersection. Audit team members also brought up that more often drivers unfamiliar with 
the area are experiencing GPS lag and poor service coverage, particularly for certain carriers. Crashes have 
resulted due to drivers hearing/seeing they need to turn a few seconds too late causing sudden stops. 

Audit team members mentioned there are occasional animal crossings on East Street due to a swamp area 
behind the fire department and a wooded area east of East Street. Vehicles traveling at higher speeds on 
East Street don’t have time to react to such occurrences; this may have been a factor in one crash involving 
a deer that was struck (#14). 

Safety Enhancements: 

 Evaluate speed regulations within the area to determine their appropriateness. 
 Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs to encourage slower speeds. 
 Evaluate the need for animal crossing warning signs on East Street. 

Safety Issue #5: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 

Observations: 

Although one crash (#9) involving a bicyclist was reported during the analysis period, audit team members 
noted several issues for cyclists and pedestrians through the intersection. Audit participants noted this 
location is not conducive to bicyclists due to a lack of accommodations and a perceived lack of safety. As 
noted earlier, drivers heading southbound on East Street are mostly focused on oncoming traffic from the 
east and are not necessarily looking at the crosswalk directly to the west of the intersection or at the bike 
lanes on Main Street to the west. One audit participant noted that the southerly side of Main Street is 
frequently shaded due to adjacent vegetation, potentially further inhibiting visibilty of pedestrians crossing 
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Main Street from the south side of the roadway. Another audit participant noted that the crosswalk 
approximately 300 feet east of the intersection is rarely noticed by motorists due to traffic speeds and 
inadequate signage and markings, and suggested that vehicles infrequently yield to pedestrians at this 
crossing. 

During the audit field visit, it was noted that there was a lack of pedestrian continuity along Main Street, 
with ramps not compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Sidewalks were present along 
the north and south sides of Main Street; however, no sidewalks were present along either side of Vine 
Street or East Street. On East Street, an audit participant noted that when it was last repaved, a drainage 
ditch was installed that added to making the roadway less inviting to pedestrians. While crosswalks exist 
on either side of the intersection crossing Main Street, no crosswalks are present within the intersection at 
the East Street/Vine Street approach running parallel with Main Street (including across the channelized 
right turn lane from Main Street westbound onto East Street). 

No bike lane markings exist within the intersection or approaching the intersection from the east. Audit 
participants explained that bicyclists are hypervigilant when approaching and accessing the intersection, as 
they slow down and tend to travel closer to oncoming traffic closer to the centerline to enhance their own 
visibility. The lack of visibility of the bicyclist (due to solar glare) was a primary factor in the bicycle crash 
at this intersection. 

Safety Enhancements: 

 Consider evaluating pedestrian connections throughout the intersection, providing crosswalks 
along Main Street, and bringing pedestrian facilities to ADA compliance. 

 Consider installation of sidewalks along East Street and Vine Street to facilitate pedestrian 
connections to Main Street, particularly for residential properties along these streets. 

 Consider trimming trees on the southerly side of Main Street to allow natural light to light up the 
crosswalk and enhance pedestrian visibility during daytime hours. 

 Consider measures to improve visibility of the crosswalks on the western leg of the intersection 
and east of the intersection, such as updated retroreflective markings, rectangular rapid flashing 
beacons (RRFBs), and/or pedestrian lighting. 

 Consider the feasibility of shared lane pavement markings on Main Street east of East Street for 
alerting drivers to the presence of bicyclists. 
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Recommendations 
After the site visit, audit participants returned to discuss the safety issues and consider various 
improvements. The audit participants were encouraged to consider both short and long-term improvements 
for each of the existing safety issues. Each improvement considered has been categorized as short-term, 
mid-term, or long-term based on the definitions shown in Table 2. Additionally, a cost category has been 
assigned to each improvement based on the parameters set forth in Table 2. 

Table 2. Estimated Time Frame and Costs Breakdown 
Time Frame Costs 

Short-Term <1 Year Low <$10,000 

Mid-Term 1-3 Years Medium $10,001-$50,000 

Long-Term >3 Years High >$50,000 

Summary of Road Safety Audit 
A summary of the potential recommendations discussed by the RSA audit team are summarized in Table 
3. The recommendations are summarized based on the potential safety payoff, time frame, approximate 
cost and potential responsible agency. The safety payoff is a subjective judgment of the potential 
effectiveness of the safety recommendations listed below. 
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Table 3. Potential Safety Enhancement Summary 

Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Consider converting the intersection to four-way stop 
control to reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of 
this enhancement will also need to consider the impact 
to traffic operations. 

High Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Consider converting the intersection to two-way 
(northbound and southbound) stop control, allowing 
free flow traffic on Main Street in both directions, to 
reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of this 
enhancement will also need to consider the impact to 
traffic operations. 

Medium Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Consider installing line extension pavement markings 
within the intersection (such as dotted extension lines 
across the intersection) to direct traffic and better 
define the edge of the traveled way for traffic 
guidance. 

Medium Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Reevaluate stop line locations, adjust existing Stop 
sign heights, and consider installing additional 
pavement markings such as “STOP” markings and 
“Don’t Block the Box” markings to minimize conflict 
areas. 

Medium Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Evaluate pavement markings throughout the 
intersection for retro reflectivity, applicability and 
location. 

High Short-Term Low 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Revaluate signage at and in advance of the 
intersection in context with the area, and consider 
installing additional regulatory signage (such as “No U-
Turn” signs at the median islands). 

Medium Short-Term Low 
Town of 

Stockbridge 
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Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Intersection Control & 
Geometry 

Roadway Width 

Roadway Width 

Roadway Width 

Speed 

Speed 

Speed 

Speed 

Consider reconstruction of the intersection as a 
roundabout. Full evaluation of this enhancement will 
also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 

Install “Do Not Enter” signage at the approach lanes 
for South Street and Pine Street. 

Install “ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP” 
(W4-4bP) and “TRAFFIC FROM LEFT (RIGHT) DOES 
NOT STOP” (W4-4aP) supplemental plaques under 
Stop signs to alert drivers of the free-flow condition for 
Main Street westbound traffic. 

Consider installing a right turn lane on Main Street 
eastbound to South Street. 

Consider revising pavement markings and/or 
relocating curbs at the Pine Street and South Street 
approaches to reduce lane widths and clarify lane use. 

Consider realignment of the intersection to reduce the 
width of the median islands on Pine Street and South 
Street. 

Evaluate speed regulations within the area to 
determine their appropriateness. 

Reevaluate enforcement activities along Main Street to 
monitor speeds on Main Street. 

Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs 
to encourage slower speeds. 

Consider installing traffic calming features along Main 
Street to encourage slower speeds. 

High 

High 

High 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Long-Term 

Short-Term 

Short-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Long-Term 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

High 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

Medium 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Review ADA accessibility in the project area and bring 
existing ramps and sidewalk crossings into 
compliance. 

Low Mid-Term Medium 
Town of 

Stockbridge 
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Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Commercial Vehicle 
Traffic Turning 

Movements 

Commercial Vehicle 
Traffic Turning 

Movements 

Commercial Vehicle 
Traffic Turning 

Movements 

Evaluate the need for crosswalk relocation, an added 
crosswalk on the western leg of the intersection, and 
supplemental lighting at the intersection for added 
pedestrian emphasis and safety. 

Consider providing appropriate bicycle signage in all 
directions to increase driver awareness. 

Consider relocating the bike lane on Main Street 
behind the diagonal parking for added protection of 
bicyclists. 

Consider upgrading bicycle facilities throughout the 
intersection, particularly northbound on Pine Street for 
annual events that utilize that route. 

Upgrade pavement markings for crosswalks and 
bicycle facilities to improve traction for pedestrians and 
bicyclists during wet conditions. 

Consider consolidation of crosswalks on the eastern 
leg of the intersection to clarify crossing locations on 
Main Street adjacent to the intersection. 

Consider providing advance signage for trucks to 
increase awareness of potentially difficult turns. 

Consider redesign of medians/splitter islands, as well 
as the throat for the southbound receiving lane, to 
accommodate commercial vehicle movements. 

Evaluate the southeast corner turning radius and the 
potential to widen the curb radius and/or remove 
parking spaces to facilitate northbound right turns for 
commercial vehicles. 

Medium 

Medium 

High 

High 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Mid-Term 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Commercial Vehicle 
Traffic Turning 

Movements 

Consider updating pavement markings within the 
intersection designed to properly guide trucks turning 
within the intersection. 

Low Short-Term Low 
Town of 

Stockbridge 
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Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

On-Street Parking 
Reevaluate and consider removing parking spaces 
nearest to the intersection to improve overall visibility. 

Medium Short-Term Low 

On-Street Parking 
Evaluate the location of handicap parking spaces in 
relation to crosswalks and accessible ramps. 

Low Short-Term Low 

On-Street Parking 
Consider instituting back-in/reverse angle parking to 
provide greater visibility for drivers departing the 
parking spaces. 

High Mid-Term Medium 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Consider realigning East Street to a “T” intersection 
with Main Street and/or realigning Vine Street to 
intersect East Street to the north to eliminate the 
current unclear intersection with Main Street. 

High Long-Term High 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Evaluate pavement markings throughout the 
intersection for applicability, location, and 
retroreflectivity to clarify operations and lane use. 

High Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Consider relocating the stop sign for Vine Street 
further north, to require vehicles on Vine Street to stop 
in advance of both East Street and Main Street. 

Low Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Consider providing “STOP” pavement markings to 
clarify where vehicles should stop on East Street and 
Vine Street. 

High Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Consider solar powered LED-outlined flashing Stop 
sign located at the northwest corner of the intersection 
after merger of Vine Street and East Street. 

Medium Mid-Term Low 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Reevaluate stop sign locations, quantity, and locations 
to clarify operations. 

High Short-Term Low 

Intersection Control and 
Geometry 

Consider trimming trees to increase visibility at the 
intersection. 

Medium Short-Term Medium 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

MassDOT 

MassDOT 

MassDOT 

MassDOT 

MassDOT 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

Fire Department 
Access 

Consider realigning Vine Street to intersect with East 
Street to avoid traffic using the Fire Department as a 
bypass. 

High Long-Term High 
MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 
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Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

Reevaluate existing advance warning signage on East 

Fire Department 
Access 

Street and consider the need for additional advance 
warning signage on the Main Street approaches to 
alert drivers of potential fire truck activity near the 

Low Short-Term Low 
MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

Fire Department 
Access 

intersection. 

Consider relocating or raising the stacked attractions 
sign north of East Street and trimming vegetation 
along East Street to provide visibility from the Fire 
Department driveway looking north. (MassDOT 
implemented this enhancement shortly after the audit 
meeting by raising this sign and trimming vegetation 
on the westerly side of East Street.) 

Consider providing signage or other treatments that 

Medium Short-Term Low MassDOT 

Fire Department 
Access 

reinforce fire truck access and discourage cut-through 
traffic at each entrance to the Fire Department 

Medium Mid-Term Medium 
Town of 

Stockbridge 

Fire Department 
Access 

Visibility 

Visibility 

Visibility 

Speed 

property. 

Evaluate alternative Fire Department access designs 
to clarify fire truck access. 

Consider replacing the existing light fixture within the 
median and update intersection lighting to provide 
greater illumination. 

Consider providing advanced intersection warning 
signs with street name plaques to increase awareness 
of the intersection from both Main Street approaches. 

Consider trimming vegetation along the north side of 
Main Street for improved visibility from the East Street 
and Vine Street approaches. 

Evaluate speed regulations within the area to 
determine their appropriateness. 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Long-Term 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Short-Term 

Short-Term 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

Speed 
Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs 
to encourage slower speeds. 

Medium Short-Term Low 
Town of 

Stockbridge 
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Safety Issue Potential Safety Enhancement 
Safety 
Payoff 

Time Frame Cost Jurisdiction 

Speed 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Evaluate the need for animal crossing warning signs 
on East Street. 

Consider evaluating pedestrian connections 
throughout the intersection, providing crosswalks 
along Main Street, and bringing pedestrian facilities to 
ADA compliance. 

Consider installation of sidewalks along East Street 
and Vine Street to facilitate pedestrian connections to 
Main Street, particularly for residential properties along 
these streets. 

Consider trimming trees on the southerly side of Main 
Street to allow natural light to light up the crosswalk 
and enhance pedestrian visibility during daytime 
hours. 

Consider measures to improve visibility of the 
crosswalk on the western leg of the intersection, such 
as updated retroreflective markings, rectangular rapid 
flashing beacons (RRFBs), and/or pedestrian lighting. 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

High 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Mid-Term 

Short-Term 

Mid-Term 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

Medium 

MassDOT 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

MassDOT/Town 
of Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Town of 
Stockbridge 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodations and 

Access 

Consider the feasibility of shared lane pavement 
markings on Main Street east of East Street for 
alerting drivers to the presence of bicyclists. 

Medium Short-Term Low 
Town of 

Stockbridge 
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Appendix A. RSA Meeting Agenda 
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Appendix B. RSA Audit Team Contact List 
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Audit  Team  Phone  
Agency/  Affiliation  Email  Address  

Members  Number  

MassDOT  Traffic  and  bonnie.polin@state.ma.us  857-368-9636  Bonnie  Polin  
Safety  Engineering  

MassDOT  Traffic  and  kevin.t.fitzgerald@state.ma.us  857-368-9619  Kevin  T.  Fitzgerald  
Safety  Engineering  

MassDOT  District  1  patrick.tierney@state.ma.us  413-637-5770  Pat  Tierney  
Traffic  

MassDOT  District  1  mark.moore@state.ma.us  413-637-5750  Mark  Moore  
Project  Development  

Berkshire  Regional  ckus@berkshireplanning.org  413-442-1521  Clete  Kus  
Planning  Commission  

Town  of  Stockbridge  mwebber@townofstockbridge.com   Mark  Webber  
Interim  Administrator  

Town  of  Stockbridge  highway@townofstockbridge.com  413-344-3921  Leo  Tisdale  
DPW  

Town  of  Stockbridge  chris.marsden@townofstockbridge.com  413-298-4170  
Chris  Marsden  

Emergency  Management  x260  

Town  of  Stockbridge  dfennelly@townofstockbridge.com   413-822-7260  Darrell  Fennelly  
Police  Department  

Town  of  Stockbridge  Fire  firechief@townofstockbridge.com  413-717-2751  Vincent  J.  Garofoli  
Department  

Town  of  Stockbridge  chuck.cardillo@yahoo.com   413-445-1562  Chuck  Cardillo  
Selectman  

Town  of  Stockbridge  pinecroftcottage@aol.com  413-822-1120  Roxanne  McCaffrey  
Selectman  

Town  of  Stockbridge  terflynn7@gmail.com  413-298-4937  Terry  Flynn  
Selectman  

pviveiros@mcmahonassociates.com  413-875-8855  
Phil  Viveiros  McMahon  Associates  

x3013  

Stephanie  smacdonald@mcmahonassociates.com   413-875-8855  
McMahon  Associates  

MacDonald  x3025  

 

Participating  Audit  Team  Members  
Date:  September  17,  

2019  
Location:  Town  of  Stockbridge  Town  Offices  

50  Main  Street,  Stockbridge,  MA  



               
             

  
      

 
 
 

 
   
 

 

     

  

 
 
 
 

Road Safety Audit – Main Street (Route 7/Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street 
Main Street (Route 7/Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street 

Stockbridge, MA 
Prepared by McMahon Associates, Inc. 
FINAL 

Appendix C. Detailed Crash Data 





 
     

       

               

 
               

 
   

       
 

 
 

 
             

 

           
   

   
         

       

   
       

        
 

   
       

                        
           

   

   
     

         
                   
   
                 

   

             
         

       

   
       

       

     

   
 

 
                   
                 

 
                       

  

                 
         
       

   

                     
           

           
 

   
   

   
       

 
 

  
 

 
  

   
 
              

            

     
 

               

             
        

 

            

  
    

 
 

     
 

     
       

 

                  
  

             
     

    

              
    

    
 

              
    

            
       

             

  
   

     
          

  

            
         

  

            
       

     
    

            
  

    
    

            

   

  
 

             
          
         

 

            
            

 

            
         

     
    

              

           
      

     
 

              
  

  
    

  

Crash Data Summary Table 
Main Street (Route 7/102) at South Street and Pine Street 

2014‐2019
 Crash 

Diagram Ref 
# Crash Date Crash Day 

Time of 
Day Manner of Collision Light Condition Weather Condition Road Surface Driver Contributing Code Injury Severity D1 Age D2 Age Comments 

# mm/dd/yy Day hh:mm Type Type Type Type Type Type # # 

1 01/07/14 Tuesday 6:03 PM Angle 
Dark ‐ roadway not 
lighted 

Cloudy Wet No improper driving No Injury 72 Unknown MV1 attempted to pull into a parking space and struck MV2 which was parked. 

2 04/02/14 Wednesday 4:30 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 20 34 
MV1 stopped at the stop sign. MV2 failed to stop, rolled into the back of MV2 and 
rear ended MV1. 

3 09/29/14 Monday 8:54 AM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Distracted No Injury 41 39 

MV1 stopped at the stop sign EB on Main St to make a right turn SB to South St. 
MV2 failed to stop and rear ended MV1. Operator of MV2 stated that she was 
distracted when her daughter asked her a question as the operator was slowing 
down to a stop behind MV1. 

4 11/26/14 Wednesday 11:00 PM Single vehicle crash 
Dark ‐ lighted 
roadway 

Blowing sand, snow Snow No Injury Unknown 
A large branch fell from a tree due to heavy snow on to a MV on Main St side 
parking lot WB. 

5 01/02/15 Friday 1:50 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Distracted Non‐fatal injury 54 20 
MV1 stopped at the stop sign for a pedestrian. MV2 failed to stop behind MV1 
and rear ended MV1. Operator of MV2 stated that he was distracted by his dog in 
the back seat. 

6 03/06/15 Friday 2:21 PM Single vehicle crash Daylight Clear Dry Made an improper turn No Injury 96 
MV1 was turning left onto South St SB from Main St WB when the operator took a 
turn too wide and got stuck on the snowbank. 

7 05/29/15 Friday 9:00 AM Sideswipe, same direction Daylight Clear Dry No improper driving No Injury 52 69 
MV2(TT) was turning right from the left lane and struck MV1 which attempted to 
pass and also turn right from the right lane.  The truck was turning right from 
South St NB to Main St EB. 

8 06/02/15 Tuesday 12:45 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Visibility obstructed No Injury 67 49 
MV1 was backing out of a parking space on Main St in front of Berkshire Bank and 
hit MV2 as it was travelling EB on Main St straight behind. Operator of MV1 
stated that her vision was partially blocked by the vehicles parked next to her. 

9 08/20/15 Thursday 5:58 PM Single vehicle crash Daylight Clear Dry No improper driving Non‐fatal injury 69 

MV1 (Motorcycle) proceeded to turn left EB onto Main St from SB on Pine St. 
MV2 was turning right EB onto Main St from NB on South St and was too close to 
MV1. MV1 took a hard turn left and dropped the motorcycle onto the pavement 
to avoid colliding with MV2. Operator of MV1 stated that MV2 turned right at the 
last minute. 

10 08/22/15 Saturday 12:06 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 18 46 
MV1 and MV2 was turning right to EB on Main St from NB on South St. MV1 
suddenly stops while turning right and is rear ended by MV2. 

11 01/19/16 Tuesday 2:00 PM Angle Daylight Cloudy Dry Inattention Non‐fatal injury 70 53 
MV1 was on South St turning left WB onto Main St. MV2 was already on Main St 
intersection traveling EB. Operator of MV1 did not see MV2 already going 
through Main St intersection MV1 failed to yield and hit MV2. 

12 05/02/16 Monday 5:25 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Inattention No Injury 29 53 
MV1 stopped at the stop sign on South St, yielded to traffic in the intersection and 
proceeded turning right EB onto Main St. MV1 noticed a vehicle travelling EB and 
suddenly stoppedagain. MV2 failed to stop in time and rear ended MV1. 

13 05/03/16 Tuesday 5:20 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Distracted Non‐fatal injury 57 35 

MV1 stopped at the stop sign on the South St intersection to yield to traffic on 
Main St. MV2 noticed MV1 proceed, but MV2 was distracted by looking down on 
the floor of the vehicle and did not notice MV1 stopping again. MV2 failed to stop 
and rear ended MV1. 

14 06/16/16 Thursday 9:35 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Failed to yield right of way No Injury 29 81 
MV1 was travelling EB going through the Main St intersection. MV2 was on Pine 
St NB and was turning left WB onto Main St as well. MV2 failed to yield struck left 
rear of MV1. 

15 07/19/17 Wednesday 5:04 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Inattention No Injury 18 43 
MV1 and MV2 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 stopped with traffic and was 
rear ended by MV1. 

16 07/22/17 Saturday 3:28 PM Sideswipe, opposite direction Daylight Clear Dry Inattention Non‐fatal injury 55 75 
MV1 was travelling EB on Main St through the intersection. MV2 stopped and 
pulled out of the stop sign on Pine St and struck MV1. MV2 stated that there were 
no vehicles passing by. MV1 had the right of way and MV2 has a stop sign. 

17 08/04/17 Friday 11:20 AM Angle Daylight #N/A Dry Visibility obstructed No Injury 56 82 

MV1 was travelling WB on Main St and turning left SB onto South St when MV1 
was hit by MV2. MV2 stated that she could not see cars going WB on Main St 
arouned the  cars parked on Main St and tried to go straight through the 
intersection onto Pine St without yielding. 

18 08/16/17 Wednesday 1:06 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Other improper action No Injury 36 56 
Chain reaction crash when MV3 rear ended MV2 and in turn MV2 struck the rear 
of MV1. MV3 stated that he pulled up to the intersection and his foot slipped 
from the brake pedal and pushed the gas pedal. 

1 of 2 9/6/2019 



 
     

       

 

         
       

             
     

                       
                 

 

                     
     

                 
   

 

                         
                 

 
       

 
                         
 

 
               
           

 
         

         
 

   
           

 

 
                 
 

       
   

         
 

 
       

           
           

     

       
       

                   
           
                   

   
                               
 

 
   

     
     

 

       
     

     
             

     

               

   

 
  

 
 

  
   

 
              

            

            

     
    

       
   

            
            
         

             

           
   

         
  

             

             
         

 
    

             
             
 

     
 

      
        

      

             
     

     
 

              
      

 

             
         
 

            
    

  
 

     
 

      
    

 

         
    

 
   

      
      

    

                
    

          
      

            

          
  

                
 

            

 
  

   
   

 

        
    

 
   

   
   

       
   

         

  

  

Crash Data Summary Table 
Main Street (Route 7/102) at South Street and Pine Street 

2014‐2019
 Crash 

Diagram Ref 
# Crash Date Crash Day 

Time of 
Day Manner of Collision Light Condition Weather Condition Road Surface Driver Contributing Code Injury Severity D1 Age D2 Age Comments 

# mm/dd/yy Day hh:mm Type Type Type Type Type Type # # 

19 10/20/17 Friday 3:36 PM Angle Daylight Clear Dry Distracted No Injury 23 77 

MV1 and MV2 were both traveling WB on Main St and stopped in traffic to turn 
left onto South St . OP1 backed up her vehicle and hit MV2 while stopped in 
traffic. MV1 backed up trying to give space to another MV going EB through the 
Main St intersection on the opposite side. 

20 12/22/17 Friday 8:50 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 59 65 
MV2 was travelling WB on Main St and stopped for pedestrian in the crosswalk. 
MV1 was travelling WB behind MV2 and rear ended MV2. 

21 01/20/18 Saturday 1:09 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 64 59 

MV1 was travelling WB on Main St and stopping for pedestrian in the crosswalk. 
MV2 was also traveling WB on Main St behind MV1 and rear ended MV1. MV2 
stated that she was following too closely as she was trying to keep up with her 
mother in the ambulance. 

22 02/22/18 Thursday 12:50 PM Angle Daylight Rain Wet Failed to yield right of way No Injury 47 62 

MV1 was travelling NB on South St to Pine St, stopped at the intersection and 
proceeded. MV2 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 proceeded into the 
intersection without yielding and struck MV1 causing MV2 itself to be redirected 
towards MV3 which is parked on Main St. 

23 04/03/18 Tuesday 4:45 PM Angle Daylight Rain Wet Physical impairment No Injury 66 86 
MV1 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 was on South St heading NB and struck 
MV1. 

24 04/26/18 Thursday 9:37 PM Single vehicle crash 
Dark ‐ roadway not 
lighted 

Clear Dry No improper driving No Injury 33 
MV1 was travelling SB on South St. A box‐spring fell onto the SB lane out of a 
pickup truck travelling NB, MV1 struck the box‐spring. 

25 05/04/18 Friday 3:12 PM Angle Daylight Cloudy Dry Failed to yield right of way Non‐fatal injury 69 36 
MV1 was going NB from South St while MV2 was already in the Main St 
intersection turning EB into Main St from SB Pine St. MV1 failed to yield resulting 
in MV1 hit MV2. 

26 06/22/18 Friday 1:33 PM Sideswipe, same direction Daylight Clear Dry Physical impairment No Injury 56 69 
MV2 sideswiped MV1 who was stopped in traffic at the South St/Main St 
intersection heading NB. 

27 07/05/18 Thursday 5:44 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Other improper action No Injury 50 39 
MV1 and MV2 was turning right from South St NB to Main St EB. MV2 rear ended 
MV1. 

28 10/07/18 Sunday 11:18 AM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Other improper action No Injury 32 27 
MV1 and MV2 was slowing in traffic on Main St heading WB. Operator of MV2 
stated that he was distracted by the amount of traffic and rear ended MV1. MV2 
rear ended MV1 

29 11/24/18 Saturday 8:27 PM Rear‐end 
Dark ‐ lighted 
roadway 

Clear Dry Distracted No Injury 28 54 
MV1 stopped at the stop sign on Main St heading EB. MV2 was behind MV1 and 
failed to stop. MV2 then rear ended MV1. 

30 04/15/19 Monday 1:17 PM Sideswipe, same direction Daylight Rain Wet 
Failure to keep in proper lane or 
running off road 

Non‐fatal injury 49 43 
MV1 and MV2 was on South St heading NB and turning right onto Main St 
heading EB. MV2(TT) sideswiped MV1 as both vehicles were turning right. MV2 
stated that MV1 was in the left turn only lane but then started to turn right 

31 06/10/19 Monday 7:24 PM Angle Daylight Rain Wet Failed to yield right of way No Injury 37 39 
MV1 was traveling WB on Main St and made a left turn SB onto South St. MV2 
was travelling NB on South St and continued turning left WB onto Main St from 
South St. MV2 then struck MV1 as it was turning left. 

32 06/27/19 Thursday 7:38 PM Angle Daylight Clear Dry Distracted No Injury 26 48 

MV1 was travelling NB from South St, stopped at the stop sign on South St NB and 
proceeded into the intersection to make a left onto Main St WB.  MV2 was 
travelling straight WB on Main St with the right of way. MV1 failed to yield and hit 
MV2 on the side. 

33 07/02/19 Tuesday 2:05 PM Angle Daylight Clear Dry Failed to yield right of way No Injury 54 67 

MV1 stopped at the stop sign on Pine St SB and traveled straight across the 
intersection onto South St SB. MV2 turned left WB onto Main St from South St NB. 
MV1 then struck MV2 on the left rear fender. MV2 failed to yield to MV1 while 
turning left onto Main St and MV1 also failed to use care when traveling straight 
across the intersection to South St. 

34 07/06/19 Saturday 1:21 PM Angle Daylight Clear Dry 
Failure to keep in proper lane or 
running off road 

No Injury 31 20 

MV1 and MV2 were heading NB on South St approaching the intersection. MV1 
attempted an improper U‐turn to head back SB on South St to beat the traffic and 
struck the side of MV2. MV1 failed to use caution when turning left into the left 
lane from the right lane. 

*Courtesy Crash ‐ A term used to describe a crash that occurs subsequent to a non‐involved mainline driver who gives the right of way, contrary to the rules of the road, to another driver. 

Summaries based on crash reports obtained from the Stockbridge and State Police Departments. 
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Crash Data Summary Table 
Main Street at Vine Street and East Street, Stockbridge, MA 

January 2014 ‐ August 2019
 Crash 

Diagram 
Ref # 

# 

1 

Crash Date 

mm/dd/yy 

04/02/14 

Crash Day 

Day 

Wednesday 

Time of 
Day 

hh:mm 

1:55 PM 

Manner of Collision 

Type 

Head on 

Light Condition 

Type 

Daylight 

Weather Condition 

Type 

Clear 

Road Surface 

Type 

Dry 

Driver Contributing Code 

Type 

Inattention 

Injury Severity 

Type 

No Injury 

D1 Age 

# 

43 

D2 Age 

# 

50 

Comments 

MV1 turning left from Main St EB to East St NB, MV2 travelling WB on Main 
St. Both MVs collided. 

2 08/13/14 Wednesday 8:15 AM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Other improper action No Injury 26 26 
MV1 was waiting at the stop sign on East St to make a right turn onto Main 
St. MV2's clutch slipped causing MV2 to surge into gear and rear ending 
MV1 on the back. 

3 09/04/14 Thursday 7:38 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Inattention No Injury 48 59 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. MV2 operator was looking for oncoming WB traffic and was distracted. 

4 09/23/14 Tuesday 8:04 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Glare No Injury 72 61 

MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the first stop sign on 
East St. Operator of MV2 was looking for oncoming WB traffic from East 
Main St and did not see MV1 stop. Operator of MV2 also stated that the sun 
was in the MV1 operator's eyes. 

5 04/14/15 Tuesday 1:40 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Distracted No Injury 52 22 

MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. Operator of MV2 thought MV1 had traveled through the intersection and 
was rolling forward, so operator of MV2 started looking for oncoming WB 
traffic on East Main St while slowly rolling forward as well. 

6 04/28/15 Tuesday 8:15 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 65 61 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St heading South. Operator of MV2 was looking for a gap on the incoming 
traffic, which causes operator MV2 to fail to stop. 

7 06/26/15 Friday 1:10 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Followed too closely No Injury 41 65 
MV2 was moving slowly. MV1 had to quickly stop due to heavy on‐coming 
WB traffic, causing MV2 to rear end MV1. 

8 07/18/15 Saturday 5:29 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 66 46 
MV2 followed too close and cannot stop in time. MV1 was then rear ended 
by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. 

9 07/31/15 Friday 7:45 AM 
Sideswipe, opposite 
direction 

Dawn Clear Dry Failed to yield right of way Non‐fatal injury 59 
Bicycle was travelling WB from East Main St to Main St through the 
intersection.  EB MV1 followed a vehicle to turn left onto East Street, did not 
see WB cyclist due to the solar glare and struck the bike while turning., 

10 10/06/15 Tuesday 6:32 AM Angle Dawn Clear Dry 
Operating vehicle in erratic, reckless, 
careless, negligent, or aggressive 
manner 

No Injury 66 27 
MV1 was traveling WB on East Main St approaching the intersection of East 
St/Vine St. MV2 exited East St SWB and entered onto East Main St EB 
without stopping at high speed and collided MV1. 

11 10/24/15 Saturday 4:22 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 65 69 
MV1 was making a left turn into the fire station, and MV2 was behind MV1. 
MV2 did not stop and tried to pass MV1 and collided with the left rear of  
MV1. 

12 12/16/15 Wednesday 8:40 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Visibility obstructed No Injury 22 34 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. MV2 thought that MV1 was continuing through the intersection and 
turning to see if there was any traffic on EB and WB, so MV2 did not stop. 

13 11/07/17 Tuesday 2:52 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Distracted Non‐fatal injury 63 35 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. MV1 stopped at the stop sign at the East St and was allowing WB East 
Main St traffic to pass. Operator of MV2 was distracted. 

14 11/10/17 Friday 7:09 AM Single vehicle crash Daylight Clear Dry No improper driving No Injury 41 MV1 travelling SB on East St and struck a crossing deer. 

15 11/28/17 Tuesday 6:16 PM Rear‐end 
Dark ‐ lighted 
roadway 

Clear Dry Distracted Non‐fatal injury 66 66 
MV1 stopped EB on Main St to make a left turn NB onto East St. MV2 was 
also traveling EB on Main St heading EB onto East Main St and rear ended 
MV1. MV2 was crying and distracted, which is the cause of the crash. 

16 01/05/18 Friday 2:53 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Dry Other improper action No Injury 39 62 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. MV2 was distracted as MV1 was stopping and waiting to turn right onto 
Main St WB. 

17 01/23/18 Tuesday 5:27 PM Angle 
Dark ‐ lighted 
roadway 

Rain Wet Inattention No Injury 67 27 
MV1 was traveling SB at  the East St/Main St intersection and ran the stop 
sign and collided with MV2 which was travelling WB with the right of way 
through the intersection. 

18 01/23/18 Tuesday 6:23 PM Rear‐end 
Dark ‐ lighted 
roadway 

Rain Wet Distracted No Injury 69 39 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St heading South. MV2 was distracted and caused the crash. 

19 03/08/18 Thursday 4:12 PM Rear‐end Daylight Cloudy Wet Inattention No Injury 39 30 
MV1 was coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St to make a right turn 
heading South onto Main St and was rear ended by MV2 

20 07/04/18 Wednesday 12:34 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 57 59 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the second stop sign 
on East St WB. 
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Crash Data Summary Table 
Main Street at Vine Street and East Street, Stockbridge, MA 

January 2014 ‐ August 2019
 Crash 

Diagram  Time of 
Ref # Crash Date Crash Day Day Manner of Collision Light Condition Weather Condition Road Surface Driver Contributing Code Injury Severity D1 Age D2 Age Comments 
# mm/dd/yy Day hh:mm Type Type Type Type Type Type # # 

21 11/08/18 Thursday 6:52 AM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Dry Followed too closely No Injury 52 24 
MV1 was coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St and was rear ended by 
MV2 because MV2 followed too close and was unable to stop in time. 

22 12/22/18 Saturday 8:43 AM Head on Daylight 
Sleet, hail, freezing 
rain 

Wet Fatigued/asleep Non‐fatal injury 36 31 

MV2 was travelling EB on Main St when suddenly MV2 lost control, turned 
left and collided right into MV1 in the WB lane. MV2 was under the influence 
of heroin the night before and was travelling to work. Operator of MV2 got 
out in the morning and reported to be very tired while driving and fell asleep 
behind the wheel. 

23 02/18/19 Monday 7:07 AM Single vehicle crash Daylight Clear Snow No improper driving No Injury 26 MV1 was traveling south on East St. MV1 vehicle front tire came off. 

24 02/28/19 Thursday 12:14 PM Rear‐end Daylight Clear Wet Other improper action No Injury 59 73 
MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East 
St. MV2 operator mistook the gas pedal for the brake pedal and accidentally 
lurched forward. 

25 05/17/19 Friday 2:50 PM 
Sideswipe, same 
direction 

Daylight Cloudy Dry 
Failure to keep in proper lane or 
running off road 

No Injury 47 65 
MV1 was travelling straight when MV2 suddenly merged into the travel lane 
from the break down/bike lane and struck the front part of MV1. 

*Courtesy Crash ‐ A term used to describe a crash that occurs subsequent to a non‐involved mainline driver who gives the right of way, contrary to the rules of the road, to another driver. 

Summaries based on crash reports obtained from the Stockbridge/State Police Department. 
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	Background 
	The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines a Road Safety Audit (RSA) as the formal safety examination of an existing or future road or intersection by an independent, multidisciplinary team. The purpose of an RSA is to identify potential safety issues and possible opportunities for safety improvements considering all roadway users. This RSA evaluates the following two intersections in the Town of Stockbridge, MA: 
	 Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street and South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
	 Main Street (U.S. Route 7State Route 102) at Vine Street and East Street (U.S. Route 7) 
	A key objective of the RSA is to identify short-term, mid-term, and long-term safety improvements that can be implemented at the subject locations and incorporated in potential improvements of these locations. 
	Project Data 
	A Road Safety Audit was completed for the study area locations on Tuesday, September 17, 2019. The intersection of Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street and South Street (U.S. Route 7) was identified as a Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)-eligible crash cluster for the years 20132015, indicating that it is within the top 5% of crash clusters within the Berkshire Regional Planning Commission (BRPC) region. As shown below in Table 1, the audit team consisted of a multidisciplinary 
	-
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	Table 1. Participating Audit Team Members 
	Audit Team Member 
	Audit Team Member 
	Audit Team Member 
	Agency/Affiliation 

	Bonnie Polin 
	Bonnie Polin 
	MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering 

	Kevin T. Fitzgerald 
	Kevin T. Fitzgerald 
	MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering 

	Pat Tierney 
	Pat Tierney 
	MassDOT District 1 Traffic 

	Mark Moore 
	Mark Moore 
	MassDOT District 1 Project Development 

	Clete Kus 
	Clete Kus 
	Berkshire Regional Planning Commission 

	Mark Webber 
	Mark Webber 
	Town of Stockbridge Interim Administrator 

	Leo Tisdale 
	Leo Tisdale 
	Town of Stockbridge DPW 

	Chris Marsden 
	Chris Marsden 
	Town of Stockbridge Emergency Management 

	Darrell Fennelly 
	Darrell Fennelly 
	Town of Stockbridge Police Department 

	Vincent J. Garofoli 
	Vincent J. Garofoli 
	Town of Stockbridge Fire Department 

	Chuck Cardillo 
	Chuck Cardillo 
	Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

	Roxanne McCaffrey 
	Roxanne McCaffrey 
	Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

	Terry Flynn 
	Terry Flynn 
	Town of Stockbridge Selectman 

	Phil Viveiros 
	Phil Viveiros 
	McMahon Associates 

	Stephanie MacDonald 
	Stephanie MacDonald 
	McMahon Associates 


	Within the email invitation sent on September 10, 2019 to each participant in the RSA, background material was provided. This information included collision diagrams and crash data summaries for the study area locations. During the RSA meeting, these materials were reviewed as a group. Participants also visited the RSA locations to identify safety issues in the field. Following the field visit, the team discussed additional concerns and potential solutions for the existing safety issues. 
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	Project Location and Description 
	Study Area Roadways 
	There are several roadways that service the study area locations that are described below and shown in Figure 1: 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) is classified as an urban principal arterial that generally travels in an east/west direction and is on the National Highway System (NHS). Within the study area, Main Street is under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction. Main Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles and one bicycle lane in each direction through the study area; in addition, sidewalks are provided on both sides of Main Street, with several crosswalks also provided throughout the study area 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) 

	Pine Street is classified as an urban collector under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction that generally travels in a north/south direction. Pine Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in each direction through the study area; in addition, a sidewalk is provided on the east side of Pine Street with crosswalks through the intersection with Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102). A grassed median splits the northbound and southbound lanes. The closest posted speed limit is 30 miles per hour on
	Pine Street 

	South Street is classified as an urban principal arterial under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction from Main Street until just south of Maple Street (approximately 700 feet south of the intersection), after which South Street is under MassDOT jurisdiction. South Street generally travels in a north/south direction and is on the NHS. South Street provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in the southbound direction and two lanes of travel in the northbound direction through the study area. Sidewalks are lo
	South Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	Vine Street is classified as a local road under Town of Stockbridge jurisdiction that generally travels in a north/south direction. Vine Street is not striped but provides one lane of travel for motor vehicles in each 
	Vine Street 
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	FINAL 
	direction through the study area. Sidewalks are not provided on Vine Street. No posted speed limit signs were visible within the RSA study area in either direction. 
	East Street (Route 7) is classified as an urban principal arterial under MassDOT jurisdiction that generally travels in a north/south direction and is on the NHS. East Street provides one lane of travel in each direction through the study area with a splitter median between the lanes. Sidewalks are not provided on East Street. The posted speed limits are 30 MPH in the southbound lane and 40MPH in the northbound lane beyond the study area. 
	East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	Study Area Locations/Intersections 
	Main Street forms a four-way intersection with Pine Street (to the north) and South Street (to the south). The intersection is stop sign controlled for the northbound, southbound, and eastbound lanes, while westbound is allowed to freely flow into the intersection without stop control. Wide grassed medians divide the directions of travel at the Pine Street and South Street approaches. The northbound approach on South Street consists of a left/through lane and a right turn only lane. All other approaches hav
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	East Street and Vine Street combine and intersect Main Street from the north to form an unsignalized “K” intersection with stop sign control for the southbound Vine Street and East Street approaches and free-flowing traffic on the eastbound and westbound Main Street approaches. A yield-controlled channelized right turn lane is provided on the Main Street westbound approach to facilitate right turns onto East Street northbound. 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street 

	The southbound Vine Street approaches consists of a single general purpose lane. The southwest bound East Street approach also consists of a single general purpose lane, which converges with the Vine Street approach and creates an approximately 45-foot-wide opening at the intersection with Main Street. The westbound Main Street approach consists of a single general purpose travel lane, while the Main Street eastbound approach consist of a single general purpose lane and a bike lane. A single crosswalk is pr
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	Crash Data 
	Crash data from the Massachusetts State Police and Stockbridge Police Department were provided by MassDOT for this RSA. Crashes for each location were summarized for a five-year period from 2014 to 2019. A total of 59 crashes were reported in the RSA study area during the five-year period; 34 crashes were reported at the Main Street/Pine Street/South Street intersection, and 25 crashes were reported at the Main Street/Vine Street/East Street intersection. 
	Of the reported crashes at the Main Street at Pine Street & South Street intersection, 15 crashes (44%) were rear-end crashes, 11 crashes (32%) were angle crashes, 4 crashes (12%) were sideswipe crashes, and 3 crashes (9%) were single vehicle crashes. 21% of reported crashes resulted in a personal injury, 88% of reported crashes occurred during daylight conditions, and 85% occurred during clear or cloudy conditions. Drivers between the ages of 50 to 59 accounted for 22% of reported crashes. Based on the rep
	Of the reported crashes at the Main Street at Vine Street & East Street intersection, 17 crashes (68%) were rear-end crashes, 2 crashes (8%) were head-on crashes, 2 crashes (8%) were angle crashes, 2 crashes (8%) were sideswipe, and 2 crashes (8%) were single vehicle crashes. 16% of reported crashes resulted in a personal injury, 80% of reported crashes occurred during daylight conditions, and 88% occurred during clear or cloudy conditions. Drivers between the ages of 60 to 69 accounted for 30% of reported 
	A detailed crash diagram of the study areas is provided in Appendix C. 
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	Road Safety Audit Observations and Potential Improvements 
	During the RSA meeting, a brief introduction of the RSA process and a summary of crash information was presented to the audit participants. Following this brief presentation, the members of the audit team were asked to discuss the existing issues that may affect safety at each of the study area locations. The audit team then made a field visit to observe conditions and traffic operations at both intersections. Provided below is a list of the safety concerns and the potential enhancements that were identifie
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	Safety Issue #1: Intersection Control & Geometry 
	Observations: 
	Multiple crashes have occurred as a result of turning movements into and traversing across the intersection due to driver confusion related to the atypical intersection and lack of driver guidance. Additionally, while rear-end crashes have occurred at the stop-controlled eastbound and northbound approaches, as well as the free-flow westbound approach, there is no predominant crash type within the intersection, reinforcing the notation that driver confusion and an overall lack of driver guidance contribute t
	Audit team members also noted that vehicles need to edge out into traffic on the stop-controlled lanes to be seen by other drivers due to on street parking, the locations of stop line pavement marking and island protrusions obstructing sight distance. Existing pavement marking striping is fading, including stop bars. Drivers also tend to edge out into traffic to provide an additional head start to access intersection due to the width of the intersection. The wide lanes on the southern leg of the intersectio
	Picture 1: Vehicle in South Street northbound lane edging into traffic 
	Prepared by McMahon Associates, Inc. 
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	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider converting the intersection to four-way stop control to reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 
	 Consider converting the intersection to two-way (northbound and southbound) stop control, allowing free flow traffic on Main Street in both directions, to reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. 
	 Consider installing line extension pavement markings within the intersection (such as dotted extension lines across the intersection) to direct traffic and better define the edge of the traveled way for traffic guidance. 
	 Reevaluate stop line locations, adjust existing Stop sign heights, and consider installing additional pavement markings such as “STOP” markings and “Don’t Block the Box” markings to minimize conflict areas. 
	 Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for retro reflectivity, applicability and location.  Revaluate signage at and in advance of the intersection in context with the area, and consider installing additional regulatory signage (such as “No U-Turn” signs at the median islands).  Consider reconstruction of the intersection as a roundabout. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations.  Install “Do Not Enter” signage at the approach lanes
	 Install “ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4bP) and “TRAFFIC FROM LEFT (RIGHT) DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4aP) supplemental plaques under Stop signs to alert drivers of the free-flow condition for Main Street westbound traffic. 
	Safety Issue #2: Roadway Width 
	Observations: 
	Audit team members noted that intersection lanes along Main Street, Pine Street, and South Street are excessively wide. The Main Street cross section consists of two lanes approximately 12 feet wide in each direction with on street parking and bike lanes. Audit team members stated drivers have a tendency to use the eastbound shoulder as a right turn lane. The two-lane northbound approach and the single lane southbound approach of Pine Street and South Street are each approximately 24 feet in width and are e
	Picture 2: Left turns onto South Street from Main Street westbound free flow lane preventing traffic flow 
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	lanes. The excessive width results in unclear lane use and conflicts with competing turns. Audit team members also noted that unfamiliar drivers heading westbound wishing to make the left-hand turn onto South Street occasionally turn down the northbound approach side of the grassed median due to lack of signage. 
	Field observations showed that traffic traveling westbound on Main Street turning left to South Street frequently waited in the middle of the intersection due to traffic heading eastbound, preventing additional traffic flow. This behavior was cited as a contributing factor in at least three crashes (#17, #19, and #31). 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider installing a right turn lane on Main Street eastbound to South Street.  Consider revising pavement markings and/or relocating curbs at the Pine Street and South Street approaches to reduce lane widths and clarify lane use.  Consider realignment of the intersection to reduce the width of the median islands on Pine Street and South Street. 
	Safety Issue #3: Speed 
	Observations: 
	Audit team members expressed concern that the current posted speed limit of 30 MPH may be too high for the area leading up to the intersection and pedestrian crossings. A temporary speed feedback trailer has been set up on Main Street approximately 1,000 feet east of the intersection. The trailer holds a variable electronic radar speed sign with a blank static speed limit sign. Audit team members indicated that the reason for the blank posted speed on the trailer was to discourage higher speeds in the area 
	Picture 3: Temporary radar speed trailer on Main Street westbound 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Evaluate speed regulations within the area to determine their appropriateness.  Reevaluate enforcement activities along Main Street to monitor speeds on Main Street.  Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs to encourage slower speeds.  Consider installing traffic calming features along Main Street to encourage slower speeds. 
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	Safety Issue #4: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Observations: 
	Audit team members noted several issues for cyclists and pedestrians through the intersection. Although no crashes involving bicycles were reported during the analysis period, three rear-end crashes (#5, #20, and #21) involved a pedestrian that was involved but not struck. Audit participants noted this location is not conducive to bicyclists due to a lack of accommodations and a perceived lack of safety. Drivers are mostly focused on oncoming traffic and accessing the intersection and are not necessarily lo
	Bike lane markings do not exist within the intersection. Audit participants explained that bicyclists are hypervigilant when approaching and accessing the intersection, they slow down and tend to ride closer to moving vehicular traffic to enhance their own visibility. 
	It was also noted that the current intersection lighting is not conducive for pedestrians at the crosswalk locations. During the audit it was noted only two light poles exist at the intersection,one located at the northeast corner and one located at the southwest corner. Audit participants also noted that the existing pedestrian crosswalks, which have colored paint within the crosswalk lines for emphasis, were slippery under wet conditions. 
	Picture 4: Pedestrian crossing Main Street and vehicular proximity 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Review ADA accessibility in the project area and bring existing ramps and sidewalk crossings into compliance.  Evaluate the need for crosswalk relocation, an added crosswalk on the western leg of the 
	intersection, and supplemental lighting at the intersection for added pedestrian emphasis and safety.  Consider providing appropriate bicycle signage in all directions to increase driver awareness.  Consider relocating the bike lane on Main Street behind the diagonal parking for added protection 
	of bicyclists.  Consider upgrading bicycle facilities throughout the intersection, particularly northbound on Pine Street for annual events that utilize that route.  Upgrade pavement markings for crosswalks and bicycle facilities to improve traction for pedestrians and bicyclists during wet conditions.  Consider consolidation of crosswalks on the eastern leg of the intersection to clarify crossing locations on Main Street adjacent to the intersection. 
	Figure
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	Safety Issue #5: Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 
	Observations: 
	During the RSA field visit, a noticeable amount of commercial truck traffic was observed following the U.S. Route 7 alignment between South Street and Main Street east of the intersection in both directions. The sharp diagonal turns for trucks are difficult, especially the right-hand turn to head eastbound on Main Street from South Street northbound. During the audit, a tractor trailer was seen attempting this turn and encroached upon the westbound lane on Main Street to successfully make the turn. Audit te
	Picture 5: Truck 
	and narrowness of turning radii. Other audit participants noted that trucks 
	turning eastbound 
	on Main Street westbound turning left onto South Street tend to make wide 
	from South Street 
	turns due to a wide throat for the southbound receiving lane that narrows quickly. 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider providing advance signage for trucks to increase awareness of potentially difficult turns as a short-term measure.  Consider redesign of medians/splitter islands, as well as the throat for the southbound receiving lane, to accommodate commercial vehicle movements.  Evaluate the southeast corner turning radius and the potential to widen the curb radius and/or remove parking spaces to facilitate northbound right turns for commercial vehicles.  Consider updating pavement markings within the inter
	Safety Issue #6: On-Street Parking 
	Observations: 
	Audit participants noted that diagonal parking on Main Street east of the intersection frequently blocks visibility for drivers and pedestrians, exacerbating some of the issues discussed earlier. Likewise, vehicles parked in these diagonal parking spaces have visibility issues when backing out, creating potential conflicts for other vehicles and bicyclists in the bike lane. Two reported crashes (#1 and #8) are directly attributable to the diagonal parking. 
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	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Reevaluate and consider removing parking spaces nearest to the intersection to improve overall 
	visibility.  Evaluate the location of handicap parking spaces in relation to crosswalks and accessible ramps.  Consider instituting back-in/reverse angle parking to provide greater visibility for drivers departing 
	the parking spaces. 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	Safety Issue #1: Intersection Control and Geometry 
	Observations: 
	The East Street and Vine Street southbound approaches at the intersection meet at roughly the same point along Main Street, essentially forming a “K” intersection. At this intersection point, there are three competing stop signs that exist in the southbound direction. One stop sign exists at the southbound Vine Street approach with East Street. A second stop sign exists within the splitter median at the southbound East Street approach with Vine Street. The third stop sign exists at the northwest corner of t
	Picture 6: Existing stop sign locations at East Street and Vine Street. 
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	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider realigning East Street to a “T” intersection with Main Street and/or realigning Vine Street to intersect East Street to the north to eliminate the current unclear intersection with Main Street.  Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for applicability, location, and retroreflectivity to clarify operations and lane use.  Consider relocating the stop sign for Vine Street further north, to require vehicles on Vine Street to stop in advance of both East Street and Main Street.  Con
	intersection after merger of Vine Street and East Street.  Reevaluate stop sign locations, quantity, and locations to clarify operations.  Consider trimming trees to increase visibility at the intersection. 
	Safety Issue #2: Fire Department Access 
	Observations: 
	Audit team members expressed concerns of making a left turn from Main Street eastbound onto Vine Street as nearly impossible during the day. Vehicles, mostly those familiar with the area, use the parking lot behind the Fire Station as a “cut-through” connection from East Street to Pine Street. Audit participants noted that Fire Department personnel occasionally use this exit point at times as it’s easier to exit into the intersection. They also noted that vehicles accessing the “cut-though” are utilizing it
	Audit participants also noted that the Fire Department driveway on East Street experiences sight distance challenges looking left/northbound on East Street. This is due in part to vegetation along East Street, as well as a attractions sign mounted further north on East Street that impairs sight lines. Participants also noted the wide driveway in front of the Fire Department property located between East Street and Vine Street, which makes the current intersection configuration less defined. 
	Picture 7: Sign causing visibility hinderance looking southbound on East Street 
	Prepared by McMahon Associates, Inc. 
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	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider realigning Vine Street to intersect with East Street to avoid traffic using the Fire Department as a bypass. 
	 Reevaluate existing advance warning signage on East Street and consider the need for additional advance warning signage on the Main Street approaches to alert drivers of potential fire truck activity near the intersection. 
	 Consider relocating or raising the stacked attractions sign north of East Street and trimming vegetation along East Street to provide visibility from the Fire Department driveway looking north. (MassDOT implemented this enhancement shortly after the audit meeting by raising this sign and trimming vegetation on the westerly side of East Street.) 
	 Consider providing signage or other treatments that reinforce fire truck access and discourage cut-through traffic at each entrance to the Fire Department property.  Evaluate alternative Fire Department access designs to clarify fire truck access. 
	Safety Issue #3: Visibility 
	Observations: 
	Visibility accounts for many of the crashes recorded at this intersection. Most crashes at this intersection involve traffic traveling between East Street and Main Street to the west in both directions, including rear-end crashes at the East Street approach and crashes involving vehicles turning left from Main Street eastbound onto East Street. Audit participants voiced concerns of visibility when traffic headed eastbound on Main Street queues up to make left hand turns onto East Street. 
	In addition, the sharp angle from East Street looking eastbound onto Main Street is difficult for drivers, particularly for older drivers to turn to look at oncoming traffic. During the morning commute, sun glare also plays a big role in impairing visibility for vehicles trying to head westbound from East Street. 
	Audit members explained that drivers tend to pay more attention to vehicles approaching from the east and not in front of them or turning from the west or north. This inattention was attributed to several rear-end crashes (such as #3, #4, and #5). 
	Picture 8: Intersection angle looking eastbound from East Street 
	Prepared by McMahon Associates, Inc. 
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	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider replacing the existing light fixture within the median and update intersection lighting to provide greater illumination.  Consider providing advanced intersection warning signs with street name plaques to increase awareness of the intersection from both Main Street approaches.  Consider trimming vegetation along the north side of Main Street for improved visibility from the East Street and Vine Street approaches. 
	Safety Issue #4: Speed 
	Observations: 
	Audit team members expressed concern that the current posted speed limit of 30 MPH may be too high for this area, due to grade changes, variable speeds leading up to intersection from the east, and the curves to the east of the intersection. Audit team members also brought up that more often drivers unfamiliar with the area are experiencing GPS lag and poor service coverage, particularly for certain carriers. Crashes have resulted due to drivers hearing/seeing they need to turn a few seconds too late causin
	Audit team members mentioned there are occasional animal crossings on East Street due to a swamp area behind the fire department and a wooded area east of East Street. Vehicles traveling at higher speeds on East Street don’t have time to react to such occurrences; this may have been a factor in one crash involving a deer that was struck (#14). 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Evaluate speed regulations within the area to determine their appropriateness.  Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs to encourage slower speeds.  Evaluate the need for animal crossing warning signs on East Street. 
	Safety Issue #5: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Observations: 
	Although one crash (#9) involving a bicyclist was reported during the analysis period, audit team members noted several issues for cyclists and pedestrians through the intersection. Audit participants noted this location is not conducive to bicyclists due to a lack of accommodations and a perceived lack of safety. As noted earlier, drivers heading southbound on East Street are mostly focused on oncoming traffic from the east and are not necessarily looking at the crosswalk directly to the west of the inters
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	Main Street from the south side of the roadway. Another audit participant noted that the crosswalk approximately 300 feet east of the intersection is rarely noticed by motorists due to traffic speeds and inadequate signage and markings, and suggested that vehicles infrequently yield to pedestrians at this crossing. 
	During the audit field visit, it was noted that there was a lack of pedestrian continuity along Main Street, with ramps not compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Sidewalks were present along the north and south sides of Main Street; however, no sidewalks were present along either side of Vine Street or East Street. On East Street, an audit participant noted that when it was last repaved, a drainage ditch was installed that added to making the roadway less inviting to pedestrians. While c
	No bike lane markings exist within the intersection or approaching the intersection from the east. Audit participants explained that bicyclists are hypervigilant when approaching and accessing the intersection, as they slow down and tend to travel closer to oncoming traffic closer to the centerline to enhance their own visibility. The lack of visibility of the bicyclist (due to solar glare) was a primary factor in the bicycle crash at this intersection. 
	Safety Enhancements: 
	 Consider evaluating pedestrian connections throughout the intersection, providing crosswalks along Main Street, and bringing pedestrian facilities to ADA compliance.  Consider installation of sidewalks along East Street and Vine Street to facilitate pedestrian connections to Main Street, particularly for residential properties along these streets.  Consider trimming trees on the southerly side of Main Street to allow natural light to light up the crosswalk and enhance pedestrian visibility during daytim
	 Consider measures to improve visibility of the crosswalks on the western leg of the intersection and east of the intersection, such as updated retroreflective markings, rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs), and/or pedestrian lighting. 
	 Consider the feasibility of shared lane pavement markings on Main Street east of East Street for alerting drivers to the presence of bicyclists. 
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	Recommendations 
	After the site visit, audit participants returned to discuss the safety issues and consider various improvements. The audit participants were encouraged to consider both short and long-term improvements for each of the existing safety issues. Each improvement considered has been categorized as short-term, mid-term, or long-term based on the definitions shown in Table 2. Additionally, a cost category has been assigned to each improvement based on the parameters set forth in Table 2. 
	Table 2. Estimated Time Frame and Costs Breakdown 
	Time Frame 
	Costs 
	Short-Term <1 Year Low <$10,000 
	Mid-Term 1-3 Years Medium $10,001-$50,000 Long-Term >3 Years High >$50,000 
	Summary of Road Safety Audit 
	A summary of the potential recommendations discussed by the RSA audit team are summarized in Table 
	3. The recommendations are summarized based on the potential safety payoff, time frame, approximate cost and potential responsible agency. The safety payoff is a subjective judgment of the potential effectiveness of the safety recommendations listed below. 
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	Table 3. Potential Safety Enhancement Summary 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) Intersection Control & Geometry Consider converting the intersection to four-way stop control to reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. High Short-Term Low Intersection Control & Geometry Consider converting the intersection to two-way (northbound and southbound) stop control, allowing free flow traffic on Main Street in both directions, t
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Pine Street & South Street (U.S. Route 7) Intersection Control & Geometry Consider converting the intersection to four-way stop control to reduce driver confusion. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. High Short-Term Low Intersection Control & Geometry Consider converting the intersection to two-way (northbound and southbound) stop control, allowing free flow traffic on Main Street in both directions, t
	Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge 

	Intersection Control & Geometry 
	Intersection Control & Geometry 
	Revaluate signage at and in advance of the intersection in context with the area, and consider installing additional regulatory signage (such as “No U-Turn” signs at the median islands). 
	Medium 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	Town of Stockbridge 
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	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	Intersection Control & Geometry Intersection Control & Geometry Intersection Control & Geometry Roadway Width Roadway Width Roadway Width Speed Speed Speed Speed 
	Intersection Control & Geometry Intersection Control & Geometry Intersection Control & Geometry Roadway Width Roadway Width Roadway Width Speed Speed Speed Speed 
	Consider reconstruction of the intersection as a roundabout. Full evaluation of this enhancement will also need to consider the impact to traffic operations. Install “Do Not Enter” signage at the approach lanes for South Street and Pine Street. Install “ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4bP) and “TRAFFIC FROM LEFT (RIGHT) DOES NOT STOP” (W4-4aP) supplemental plaques under Stop signs to alert drivers of the free-flow condition for Main Street westbound traffic. Consider installing a right turn lane on Main
	High High High Low Medium High Low Medium Medium Medium 
	Long-Term Short-Term Short-Term Short-Term Mid-Term Long-Term Mid-Term Short-Term Short-Term Mid-Term 
	High Low Low Low Medium High Medium Low Low Medium 
	Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge 

	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Review ADA accessibility in the project area and bring existing ramps and sidewalk crossings into compliance. 
	Low 
	Mid-Term 
	Medium 
	Town of Stockbridge 
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	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 
	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 
	Evaluate the need for crosswalk relocation, an added crosswalk on the western leg of the intersection, and supplemental lighting at the intersection for added pedestrian emphasis and safety. Consider providing appropriate bicycle signage in all directions to increase driver awareness. Consider relocating the bike lane on Main Street behind the diagonal parking for added protection of bicyclists. Consider upgrading bicycle facilities throughout the intersection, particularly northbound on Pine Street for ann
	Medium Medium High High Low Medium Low Medium High 
	Mid-Term Short-Term Mid-Term Mid-Term Short-Term Mid-Term Short-Term Mid-Term Mid-Term 
	Medium Low Medium Medium Medium Medium Low Medium High 
	Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge 

	Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 
	Commercial Vehicle Traffic Turning Movements 
	Consider updating pavement markings within the intersection designed to properly guide trucks turning within the intersection. 
	Low 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	Town of Stockbridge 
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	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	On-Street Parking Reevaluate and consider removing parking spaces nearest to the intersection to improve overall visibility. Medium Short-Term Low On-Street Parking Evaluate the location of handicap parking spaces in relation to crosswalks and accessible ramps. Low Short-Term Low On-Street Parking Consider instituting back-in/reverse angle parking to provide greater visibility for drivers departing the parking spaces. High Mid-Term Medium 
	On-Street Parking Reevaluate and consider removing parking spaces nearest to the intersection to improve overall visibility. Medium Short-Term Low On-Street Parking Evaluate the location of handicap parking spaces in relation to crosswalks and accessible ramps. Low Short-Term Low On-Street Parking Consider instituting back-in/reverse angle parking to provide greater visibility for drivers departing the parking spaces. High Mid-Term Medium 
	Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge 

	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 
	Main Street (U.S. Route 7/State Route 102) at Vine Street & East Street (U.S. Route 7) 

	Intersection Control and Geometry Consider realigning East Street to a “T” intersection with Main Street and/or realigning Vine Street to intersect East Street to the north to eliminate the current unclear intersection with Main Street. High Long-Term High Intersection Control and Geometry Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for applicability, location, and retroreflectivity to clarify operations and lane use. High Short-Term Low Intersection Control and Geometry Consider relocating the s
	Intersection Control and Geometry Consider realigning East Street to a “T” intersection with Main Street and/or realigning Vine Street to intersect East Street to the north to eliminate the current unclear intersection with Main Street. High Long-Term High Intersection Control and Geometry Evaluate pavement markings throughout the intersection for applicability, location, and retroreflectivity to clarify operations and lane use. High Short-Term Low Intersection Control and Geometry Consider relocating the s
	MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge MassDOT MassDOT MassDOT MassDOT MassDOT MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge 

	Fire Department Access 
	Fire Department Access 
	Consider realigning Vine Street to intersect with East Street to avoid traffic using the Fire Department as a bypass. 
	High 
	Long-Term 
	High 
	MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge 
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	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	TR
	Reevaluate existing advance warning signage on East 

	Fire Department Access 
	Fire Department Access 
	Street and consider the need for additional advance warning signage on the Main Street approaches to alert drivers of potential fire truck activity near the 
	Low 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge 

	Fire Department Access 
	Fire Department Access 
	intersection. Consider relocating or raising the stacked attractions sign north of East Street and trimming vegetation along East Street to provide visibility from the Fire Department driveway looking north. (MassDOT implemented this enhancement shortly after the audit meeting by raising this sign and trimming vegetation on the westerly side of East Street.) Consider providing signage or other treatments that 
	Medium 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	MassDOT 

	Fire Department Access 
	Fire Department Access 
	reinforce fire truck access and discourage cut-through traffic at each entrance to the Fire Department 
	Medium 
	Mid-Term 
	Medium 
	Town of Stockbridge 

	Fire Department Access Visibility Visibility Visibility Speed 
	Fire Department Access Visibility Visibility Visibility Speed 
	property. Evaluate alternative Fire Department access designs to clarify fire truck access. Consider replacing the existing light fixture within the median and update intersection lighting to provide greater illumination. Consider providing advanced intersection warning signs with street name plaques to increase awareness of the intersection from both Main Street approaches. Consider trimming vegetation along the north side of Main Street for improved visibility from the East Street and Vine Street approach
	Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 
	Long-Term Mid-Term Short-Term Short-Term Short-Term 
	High Medium Low Low Low 
	Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge 

	Speed 
	Speed 
	Consider providing permanent speed feedback signs to encourage slower speeds. 
	Medium 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	Town of Stockbridge 
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	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Safety Issue 
	Potential Safety Enhancement 
	Safety Payoff 
	Time Frame 
	Cost 
	Jurisdiction 

	Speed Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Speed Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Evaluate the need for animal crossing warning signs on East Street. Consider evaluating pedestrian connections throughout the intersection, providing crosswalks along Main Street, and bringing pedestrian facilities to ADA compliance. Consider installation of sidewalks along East Street and Vine Street to facilitate pedestrian connections to Main Street, particularly for residential properties along these streets. Consider trimming trees on the southerly side of Main Street to allow natural light to light up
	Low Medium High Low High 
	Short-Term Mid-Term Mid-Term Short-Term Mid-Term 
	Low Medium High Low Medium 
	MassDOT MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge MassDOT/Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge Town of Stockbridge 

	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations and Access 
	Consider the feasibility of shared lane pavement markings on Main Street east of East Street for alerting drivers to the presence of bicyclists. 
	Medium 
	Short-Term 
	Low 
	Town of Stockbridge 
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	Appendix A. RSA Meeting Agenda 
	Road Safety Audit Stocl<bridge, MA Main St (Routes 7/102) at South St (Route 7)/Pine St Main St (Routes 7/102) at East St (Route 7)Nine St Meeting Location: Stockbridge Town Offices 50 Main Street, Stockbridge, MA Tuesday, September 17, 2019 9:00 AM -12:00 PM 
	Road Safety Audit Stocl<bridge, MA Main St (Routes 7/102) at South St (Route 7)/Pine St Main St (Routes 7/102) at East St (Route 7)Nine St Meeting Location: Stockbridge Town Offices 50 Main Street, Stockbridge, MA Tuesday, September 17, 2019 9:00 AM -12:00 PM 
	Road Safety Audit Stocl<bridge, MA Main St (Routes 7/102) at South St (Route 7)/Pine St Main St (Routes 7/102) at East St (Route 7)Nine St Meeting Location: Stockbridge Town Offices 50 Main Street, Stockbridge, MA Tuesday, September 17, 2019 9:00 AM -12:00 PM 
	-


	Type of meeting: Attendees: Please bring: 9:00 AM 9:15AM 10:15 AM 11:00 AM 12:00 PM High Crash Location Road Safety Audit Invited Participants to Comprise a Multidisciplinary Team Thoughts and Enthusiasm!! Welcome and Introductions Discussion of Safety Issues • Crash history, traffic volumes, speed regulations -provided in advance • Existing Geometries and Conditions Site Visit • Walk the study intersections on Main Street (Routes 7 /102) • As a group, identify areas for improvement Discussion of Potential 
	Type of meeting: Attendees: Please bring: 9:00 AM 9:15AM 10:15 AM 11:00 AM 12:00 PM High Crash Location Road Safety Audit Invited Participants to Comprise a Multidisciplinary Team Thoughts and Enthusiasm!! Welcome and Introductions Discussion of Safety Issues • Crash history, traffic volumes, speed regulations -provided in advance • Existing Geometries and Conditions Site Visit • Walk the study intersections on Main Street (Routes 7 /102) • As a group, identify areas for improvement Discussion of Potential 
	-


	Instructions for Participants: • Before attending the RSA on September 17th, participants are encouraged to drive through the intersections and complete/consider elements on the RSA Prompt List with a focus on safety. • All participants will be actively involved in the process throughout. Participants are encouraged to come with thoughts and ideas, but are reminded that the synergy that develops and respect for others' opinions are key elements to the success of the overall RSA process. • After the RSA meet
	Instructions for Participants: • Before attending the RSA on September 17th, participants are encouraged to drive through the intersections and complete/consider elements on the RSA Prompt List with a focus on safety. • All participants will be actively involved in the process throughout. Participants are encouraged to come with thoughts and ideas, but are reminded that the synergy that develops and respect for others' opinions are key elements to the success of the overall RSA process. • After the RSA meet
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	Appendix B. RSA Audit Team Contact List 
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	Audit Team Members Agency/ Affiliation Email Address Phone Number 
	Mark Webber 
	Participating Audit Team Members Date: September 17, 2019 Location: Town of Stockbridge Town Offices 50 Main Street, Stockbridge, MA Bonnie Polin MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering bonnie.polin@state.ma.us 857-368-9636 Kevin T. Fitzgerald MassDOT Traffic and Safety Engineering kevin.t.fitzgerald@state.ma.us 857-368-9619 Pat Tierney MassDOT District 1 Traffic patrick.tierney@state.ma.us 413-637-5770 Mark Moore MassDOT District 1 Project Development mark.moore@state.ma.us 413-637-5750 Clete Kus Berkshire 
	Phil Viveiros McMahon Associates pviveiros@mcmahonassociates.com 413-875-8855 x3013 Stephanie MacDonald McMahon Associates smacdonald@mcmahonassociates.com 413-875-8855 x3025 
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	Appendix C. Detailed Crash Data 
	Appendix C. Detailed Crash Data 
	Massachusetts Department of Transportation Highw ay Division CRAS H DIAGRAM Main Street Parking 29 3 Parking SYMBOLS lYPE OF CRASH SEVERllY • Moving Vehicle 1111 .. Head on (j) ((( IJ) Backing Vehicle .. , IJ) Rear End --~ Non-Involved Vehicle _.,/ Injury Involved Non-Involved Angle ~ Pedestrian ~--Turning Movement © ~ j~ ~ Bicycle ~ Sideswipe Fatal Animal I _. _ _..., Direction of Motton 0 0 IJ) Out of Control Property ,!lllliiiii!I Parked Vehicle Damage 0 D Fixed Object Night Time Crash Only ~ 31 ~32 0 ~ 
	Table
	TR
	Crash Data Summary Table Main Street (Route 7/102) at South Street and Pine Street 2014‐2019

	 Crash Diagram Ref # 
	 Crash Diagram Ref # 
	Crash Date 
	Crash Day 
	Time of Day 
	Manner of Collision 
	Light Condition 
	Weather Condition 
	Road Surface 
	Driver Contributing Code 
	Injury Severity 
	D1 Age 
	D2 Age 
	Comments 

	# 
	# 
	mm/dd/yy 
	Day 
	hh:mm 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	# 
	# 

	1 
	1 
	01/07/14 
	Tuesday 
	6:03 PM 
	Angle 
	Dark ‐ roadway not lighted 
	Cloudy 
	Wet 
	No improper driving 
	No Injury 
	72 
	Unknown 
	MV1 attempted to pull into a parking space and struck MV2 which was parked. 

	2 
	2 
	04/02/14 
	Wednesday 
	4:30 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	20 
	34 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign. MV2 failed to stop, rolled into the back of MV2 and rear ended MV1. 

	3 
	3 
	09/29/14 
	Monday 
	8:54 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	41 
	39 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign EB on Main St to make a right turn SB to South St. MV2 failed to stop and rear ended MV1. Operator of MV2 stated that she was distracted when her daughter asked her a question as the operator was slowing down to a stop behind MV1. 

	4 
	4 
	11/26/14 
	Wednesday 
	11:00 PM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Dark ‐lighted roadway 
	Blowing sand, snow 
	Snow 
	No Injury 
	Unknown 
	A large branch fell from a tree due to heavy snow on to a MV on Main St side parking lot WB. 

	5 
	5 
	01/02/15 
	Friday 
	1:50 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	54 
	20 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign for a pedestrian. MV2 failed to stop behind MV1 and rear ended MV1. Operator of MV2 stated that he was distracted by his dog in the back seat. 

	6 
	6 
	03/06/15 
	Friday 
	2:21 PM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Made an improper turn 
	No Injury 
	96 
	MV1 was turning left onto South St SB from Main St WB when the operator took a turn too wide and got stuck on the snowbank. 

	7 
	7 
	05/29/15 
	Friday 
	9:00 AM 
	Sideswipe, same direction 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	No improper driving 
	No Injury 
	52 
	69 
	MV2(TT) was turning right from the left lane and struck MV1 which attempted to pass and also turn right from the right lane.  The truck was turning right from South St NB to Main St EB. 

	8 
	8 
	06/02/15 
	Tuesday 
	12:45 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Visibility obstructed 
	No Injury 
	67 
	49 
	MV1 was backing out of a parking space on Main St in front of Berkshire Bank and hit MV2 as it was travelling EB on Main St straight behind. Operator of MV1 stated that her vision was partially blocked by the vehicles parked next to her. 

	9 
	9 
	08/20/15 
	Thursday 
	5:58 PM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	No improper driving 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	69 
	MV1 (Motorcycle) proceeded to turn left EB onto Main St from SB on Pine St. MV2 was turning right EB onto Main St from NB on South St and was too close to MV1. MV1 took a hard turn left and dropped the motorcycle onto the pavement to avoid colliding with MV2. Operator of MV1 stated that MV2 turned right at the last minute. 

	10 
	10 
	08/22/15 
	Saturday 
	12:06 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	18 
	46 
	MV1 and MV2 was turning right to EB on Main St from NB on South St. MV1 suddenly stops while turning right and is rear ended by MV2. 

	11 
	11 
	01/19/16 
	Tuesday 
	2:00 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Inattention 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	70 
	53 
	MV1 was on South St turning left WB onto Main St. MV2 was already on Main St intersection traveling EB. Operator of MV1 did not see MV2 already going through Main St intersection MV1 failed to yield and hit MV2. 

	12 
	12 
	05/02/16 
	Monday 
	5:25 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Inattention 
	No Injury 
	29 
	53 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign on South St, yielded to traffic in the intersection and proceeded turning right EB onto Main St. MV1 noticed a vehicle travelling EB and suddenly stoppedagain. MV2 failed to stop in time and rear ended MV1. 

	13 
	13 
	05/03/16 
	Tuesday 
	5:20 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	57 
	35 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign on the South St intersection to yield to traffic on Main St. MV2 noticed MV1 proceed, but MV2 was distracted by looking down on the floor of the vehicle and did not notice MV1 stopping again. MV2 failed to stop and rear ended MV1. 

	14 
	14 
	06/16/16 
	Thursday 
	9:35 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	No Injury 
	29 
	81 
	MV1 was travelling EB going through the Main St intersection. MV2 was on Pine St NB and was turning left WB onto Main St as well. MV2 failed to yield struck left rear of MV1. 

	15 
	15 
	07/19/17 
	Wednesday 
	5:04 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Inattention 
	No Injury 
	18 
	43 
	MV1 and MV2 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 stopped with traffic and was rear ended by MV1. 

	16 
	16 
	07/22/17 
	Saturday 
	3:28 PM 
	Sideswipe, opposite direction 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Inattention 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	55 
	75 
	MV1 was travelling EB on Main St through the intersection. MV2 stopped and pulled out of the stop sign on Pine St and struck MV1. MV2 stated that there were no vehicles passing by. MV1 had the right of way and MV2 has a stop sign. 

	17 
	17 
	08/04/17 
	Friday 
	11:20 AM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	#N/A 
	Dry 
	Visibility obstructed 
	No Injury 
	56 
	82 
	MV1 was travelling WB on Main St and turning left SB onto South St when MV1 was hit by MV2. MV2 stated that she could not see cars going WB on Main St arouned the cars parked on Main St and tried to go straight through the intersection onto Pine St without yielding. 

	18 
	18 
	08/16/17 
	Wednesday 
	1:06 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	36 
	56 
	Chain reaction crash when MV3 rear ended MV2 and in turn MV2 struck the rear of MV1. MV3 stated that he pulled up to the intersection and his foot slipped from the brake pedal and pushed the gas pedal. 
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	Crash Data Summary Table Main Street (Route 7/102) at South Street and Pine Street 2014‐2019

	 Crash Diagram Ref # 
	 Crash Diagram Ref # 
	Crash Date 
	Crash Day 
	Time of Day 
	Manner of Collision 
	Light Condition 
	Weather Condition 
	Road Surface 
	Driver Contributing Code 
	Injury Severity 
	D1 Age 
	D2 Age 
	Comments 

	# 
	# 
	mm/dd/yy 
	Day 
	hh:mm 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	# 
	# 

	19 
	19 
	10/20/17 
	Friday 
	3:36 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	23 
	77 
	MV1 and MV2 were both traveling WB on Main St and stopped in traffic to turn left onto South St . OP1 backed up her vehicle and hit MV2 while stopped in traffic. MV1 backed up trying to give space to another MV going EB through the Main St intersection on the opposite side. 

	20 
	20 
	12/22/17 
	Friday 
	8:50 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	59 
	65 
	MV2 was travelling WB on Main St and stopped for pedestrian in the crosswalk. MV1 was travelling WB behind MV2 and rear ended MV2. 

	21 
	21 
	01/20/18 
	Saturday 
	1:09 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	64 
	59 
	MV1 was travelling WB on Main St and stopping for pedestrian in the crosswalk. MV2 was also traveling WB on Main St behind MV1 and rear ended MV1. MV2 stated that she was following too closely as she was trying to keep up with her mother in the ambulance. 

	22 
	22 
	02/22/18 
	Thursday 
	12:50 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	No Injury 
	47 
	62 
	MV1 was travelling NB on South St to Pine St, stopped at the intersection and proceeded. MV2 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 proceeded into the intersection without yielding and struck MV1 causing MV2 itself to be redirected towards MV3 which is parked on Main St. 

	23 
	23 
	04/03/18 
	Tuesday 
	4:45 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Physical impairment 
	No Injury 
	66 
	86 
	MV1 was travelling EB on Main St. MV2 was on South St heading NB and struck MV1. 

	24 
	24 
	04/26/18 
	Thursday 
	9:37 PM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Dark ‐ roadway not lighted 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	No improper driving 
	No Injury 
	33 
	MV1 was travelling SB on South St. A box‐spring fell onto the SB lane out of a pickup truck travelling NB, MV1 struck the box‐spring. 

	25 
	25 
	05/04/18 
	Friday 
	3:12 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	69 
	36 
	MV1 was going NB from South St while MV2 was already in the Main St intersection turning EB into Main St from SB Pine St. MV1 failed to yield resulting in MV1 hit MV2. 

	26 
	26 
	06/22/18 
	Friday 
	1:33 PM 
	Sideswipe, same direction 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Physical impairment 
	No Injury 
	56 
	69 
	MV2 sideswiped MV1 who was stopped in traffic at the South St/Main St intersection heading NB. 

	27 
	27 
	07/05/18 
	Thursday 
	5:44 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	50 
	39 
	MV1 and MV2 was turning right from South St NB to Main St EB. MV2 rear ended MV1. 

	28 
	28 
	10/07/18 
	Sunday 
	11:18 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	32 
	27 
	MV1 and MV2 was slowing in traffic on Main St heading WB. Operator of MV2 stated that he was distracted by the amount of traffic and rear ended MV1. MV2 rear ended MV1 

	29 
	29 
	11/24/18 
	Saturday 
	8:27 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Dark ‐lighted roadway 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	28 
	54 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign on Main St heading EB. MV2 was behind MV1 and failed to stop. MV2 then rear ended MV1. 

	30 
	30 
	04/15/19 
	Monday 
	1:17 PM 
	Sideswipe, same direction 
	Daylight 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Failure to keep in proper lane or running off road 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	49 
	43 
	MV1 and MV2 was on South St heading NB and turning right onto Main St heading EB. MV2(TT) sideswiped MV1 as both vehicles were turning right. MV2 stated that MV1 was in the left turn only lane but then started to turn right 

	31 
	31 
	06/10/19 
	Monday 
	7:24 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	No Injury 
	37 
	39 
	MV1 was traveling WB on Main St and made a left turn SB onto South St. MV2 was travelling NB on South St and continued turning left WB onto Main St from South St. MV2 then struck MV1 as it was turning left. 

	32 
	32 
	06/27/19 
	Thursday 
	7:38 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	26 
	48 
	MV1 was travelling NB from South St, stopped at the stop sign on South St NB and proceeded into the intersection to make a left onto Main St WB.  MV2 was travelling straight WB on Main St with the right of way. MV1 failed to yield and hit MV2 on the side. 

	33 
	33 
	07/02/19 
	Tuesday 
	2:05 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	No Injury 
	54 
	67 
	MV1 stopped at the stop sign on Pine St SB and traveled straight across the intersection onto South St SB. MV2 turned left WB onto Main St from South St NB. MV1 then struck MV2 on the left rear fender. MV2 failed to yield to MV1 while turning left onto Main St and MV1 also failed to use care when traveling straight across the intersection to South St. 

	34 
	34 
	07/06/19 
	Saturday 
	1:21 PM 
	Angle 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Failure to keep in proper lane or running off road 
	No Injury 
	31 
	20 
	MV1 and MV2 were heading NB on South St approaching the intersection. MV1 attempted an improper U‐turn to head back SB on South St to beat the traffic and struck the side of MV2. MV1 failed to use caution when turning left into the left lane from the right lane. 


	*Courtesy Crash ‐ A term used to describe a crash that occurs subsequent to a non‐involved mainline driver who gives the right of way, contrary to the rules of the road, to another driver. Summaries based on crash reports obtained from the Stockbridge and State Police Departments. 
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	Crash Data Summary Table Main Street at Vine Street and East Street, Stockbridge, MA January 2014 ‐ August 2019

	 Crash Diagram Ref # # 1 
	 Crash Diagram Ref # # 1 
	Crash Date mm/dd/yy 04/02/14 
	Crash Day Day Wednesday 
	Time of Day hh:mm 1:55 PM 
	Manner of Collision Type Head on 
	Light Condition Type Daylight 
	Weather Condition Type Clear 
	Road Surface Type Dry 
	Driver Contributing Code Type Inattention 
	Injury Severity Type No Injury 
	D1 Age # 43 
	D2 Age # 50 
	Comments MV1 turning left from Main St EB to East St NB, MV2 travelling WB on Main St. Both MVs collided. 

	2 
	2 
	08/13/14 
	Wednesday 
	8:15 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	26 
	26 
	MV1 was waiting at the stop sign on East St to make a right turn onto Main St. MV2's clutch slipped causing MV2 to surge into gear and rear ending MV1 on the back. 

	3 
	3 
	09/04/14 
	Thursday 
	7:38 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Inattention 
	No Injury 
	48 
	59 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. MV2 operator was looking for oncoming WB traffic and was distracted. 

	4 
	4 
	09/23/14 
	Tuesday 
	8:04 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Glare 
	No Injury 
	72 
	61 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the first stop sign on East St. Operator of MV2 was looking for oncoming WB traffic from East Main St and did not see MV1 stop. Operator of MV2 also stated that the sun was in the MV1 operator's eyes. 

	5 
	5 
	04/14/15 
	Tuesday 
	1:40 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	52 
	22 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. Operator of MV2 thought MV1 had traveled through the intersection and was rolling forward, so operator of MV2 started looking for oncoming WB traffic on East Main St while slowly rolling forward as well. 

	6 
	6 
	04/28/15 
	Tuesday 
	8:15 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	65 
	61 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St heading South. Operator of MV2 was looking for a gap on the incoming traffic, which causes operator MV2 to fail to stop. 

	7 
	7 
	06/26/15 
	Friday 
	1:10 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	41 
	65 
	MV2 was moving slowly. MV1 had to quickly stop due to heavy on‐coming WB traffic, causing MV2 to rear end MV1. 

	8 
	8 
	07/18/15 
	Saturday 
	5:29 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	66 
	46 
	MV2 followed too close and cannot stop in time. MV1 was then rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. 

	9 
	9 
	07/31/15 
	Friday 
	7:45 AM 
	Sideswipe, opposite direction 
	Dawn 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Failed to yield right of way 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	59 
	Bicycle was travelling WB from East Main St to Main St through the intersection.  EB MV1 followed a vehicle to turn left onto East Street, did not see WB cyclist due to the solar glare and struck the bike while turning., 

	10 
	10 
	10/06/15 
	Tuesday 
	6:32 AM 
	Angle 
	Dawn 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Operating vehicle in erratic, reckless, careless, negligent, or aggressive manner 
	No Injury 
	66 
	27 
	MV1 was traveling WB on East Main St approaching the intersection of East St/Vine St. MV2 exited East St SWB and entered onto East Main St EB without stopping at high speed and collided MV1. 

	11 
	11 
	10/24/15 
	Saturday 
	4:22 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	65 
	69 
	MV1 was making a left turn into the fire station, and MV2 was behind MV1. MV2 did not stop and tried to pass MV1 and collided with the left rear of  MV1. 

	12 
	12 
	12/16/15 
	Wednesday 
	8:40 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Visibility obstructed 
	No Injury 
	22 
	34 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. MV2 thought that MV1 was continuing through the intersection and turning to see if there was any traffic on EB and WB, so MV2 did not stop. 

	13 
	13 
	11/07/17 
	Tuesday 
	2:52 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	63 
	35 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. MV1 stopped at the stop sign at the East St and was allowing WB East Main St traffic to pass. Operator of MV2 was distracted. 

	14 
	14 
	11/10/17 
	Friday 
	7:09 AM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	No improper driving 
	No Injury 
	41 
	MV1 travelling SB on East St and struck a crossing deer. 

	15 
	15 
	11/28/17 
	Tuesday 
	6:16 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Dark ‐ lighted roadway 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Distracted 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	66 
	66 
	MV1 stopped EB on Main St to make a left turn NB onto East St. MV2 was also traveling EB on Main St heading EB onto East Main St and rear ended MV1. MV2 was crying and distracted, which is the cause of the crash. 

	16 
	16 
	01/05/18 
	Friday 
	2:53 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	39 
	62 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. MV2 was distracted as MV1 was stopping and waiting to turn right onto Main St WB. 

	17 
	17 
	01/23/18 
	Tuesday 
	5:27 PM 
	Angle 
	Dark ‐ lighted roadway 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Inattention 
	No Injury 
	67 
	27 
	MV1 was traveling SB at  the East St/Main St intersection and ran the stop sign and collided with MV2 which was travelling WB with the right of way through the intersection. 

	18 
	18 
	01/23/18 
	Tuesday 
	6:23 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Dark ‐ lighted roadway 
	Rain 
	Wet 
	Distracted 
	No Injury 
	69 
	39 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St heading South. MV2 was distracted and caused the crash. 

	19 
	19 
	03/08/18 
	Thursday 
	4:12 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Wet 
	Inattention 
	No Injury 
	39 
	30 
	MV1 was coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St to make a right turn heading South onto Main St and was rear ended by MV2 

	20 
	20 
	07/04/18 
	Wednesday 
	12:34 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	57 
	59 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the second stop sign on East St WB. 
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	Main Street at Vine Street and East Street, Stockbridge, MA 
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	January 2014 ‐ August 2019

	 Crash 
	 Crash 

	Diagram 
	Diagram 
	Time of 

	Ref # 
	Ref # 
	Crash Date 
	Crash Day 
	Day 
	Manner of Collision 
	Light Condition 
	Weather Condition 
	Road Surface 
	Driver Contributing Code 
	Injury Severity 
	D1 Age 
	D2 Age 
	Comments 

	# 
	# 
	mm/dd/yy 
	Day 
	hh:mm 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	Type 
	# 
	# 

	21 
	21 
	11/08/18 
	Thursday 
	6:52 AM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Dry 
	Followed too closely 
	No Injury 
	52 
	24 
	MV1 was coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St and was rear ended by MV2 because MV2 followed too close and was unable to stop in time. 

	22 
	22 
	12/22/18 
	Saturday 
	8:43 AM 
	Head on 
	Daylight 
	Sleet, hail, freezing rain 
	Wet 
	Fatigued/asleep 
	Non‐fatal injury 
	36 
	31 
	MV2 was travelling EB on Main St when suddenly MV2 lost control, turned left and collided right into MV1 in the WB lane. MV2 was under the influence of heroin the night before and was travelling to work. Operator of MV2 got out in the morning and reported to be very tired while driving and fell asleep behind the wheel. 

	23 
	23 
	02/18/19 
	Monday 
	7:07 AM 
	Single vehicle crash 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Snow 
	No improper driving 
	No Injury 
	26 
	MV1 was traveling south on East St. MV1 vehicle front tire came off. 

	24 
	24 
	02/28/19 
	Thursday 
	12:14 PM 
	Rear‐end 
	Daylight 
	Clear 
	Wet 
	Other improper action 
	No Injury 
	59 
	73 
	MV1 was rear ended by MV2 after coming to a stop at the stop sign on East St. MV2 operator mistook the gas pedal for the brake pedal and accidentally lurched forward. 

	25 
	25 
	05/17/19 
	Friday 
	2:50 PM 
	Sideswipe, same direction 
	Daylight 
	Cloudy 
	Dry 
	Failure to keep in proper lane or running off road 
	No Injury 
	47 
	65 
	MV1 was travelling straight when MV2 suddenly merged into the travel lane from the break down/bike lane and struck the front part of MV1. 


	*Courtesy Crash ‐ A term used to describe a crash that occurs subsequent to a non‐involved mainline driver who gives the right of way, contrary to the rules of the road, to another driver. Summaries based on crash reports obtained from the Stockbridge/State Police Department. 
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